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Abstract 

Climate warming is predicted to increase summer air temperatures in the Arctic, warming 

soils and enhancing microbial decomposition of soil organic matter. Given the size of the soil 

carbon stores in the Arctic, even a fraction of its release as CO2 to the atmosphere could result in 

a positive feedback to climate warming. Fertilizers have been used in the past to quickly increase 

soil solution nutrients pools to mimic predicted concentrations under climate warming. However, 

because it may have inadvertent affects on the soil microbial community, fertilizer-induced 

patterns in microbial decomposition may be unrealistic. This study aimed to better understand 

the proposed mechanism of enhanced microbial decomposition under nutrient addition and 

warming treatments to discern whether warming alone is enough to stimulate enhanced microbial 

decomposition, or if nutrients in excess (i.e. chronic high nutrient additions) are necessary to 

yield such a response. I investigated the impacts of 10 years of greenhouse summer warming, 

chronic low nutrient factorial addition (5 g N and 1g P m
-2 

year
-1

, respectively), and chronic high 

nutrient factorial addition (10 g N and 5g P m
-2 

year
-1

, respectively) treatments on a mesic birch 

hummock tundra ecosystem near Daring Lake, NWT, Canada. Soil microbial nutrient pools, soil 

solution nutrient pools, and microbial community structure were measured in the upper organic, 

lower organic, and uppermost mineral soil depth intervals of all treatment plots in Spring 2014. 

Interestingly, the low nutrient additions did not yield any significant trends, yet the warming 

treatment increased soil bacterial richness suggesting a legacy effect of warming from the 

previous summers. Enhanced microbial nutrient uptake occurred only in the high nutrient 

addition treatments, and did not significantly alter soil carbon at least within the ten year period 

of this experiment. Together, these results and the absence of significant impacts of the low 
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nutrient and greenhouse warming treatments suggests that nutrient and carbon cycling in these 

low arctic soils may be resilient against climate warming, at least over the initial decades.  
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

Biogeochemistry studies the flow of nutrients as they continuously cycle through 

various components of an ecosystem, particularly from the landscape to the atmosphere 

and back again. The specific biological processes involved with each cycle are essential 

to understanding the rate in which nutrients are transferred, the quantity that is stored in 

differing locations, and ultimately, its effect on the ecosystem as a whole. Soil particles, 

the microorganisms around them, and their combined interactions with plants, arguably 

have the most influence on the flow of carbon in particular. These components largely 

dictate how much nutrients (e.g. nitrogen and phosphorous) are available for plant uptake 

and thus can limit plant productivity and carbon sequestration across tropical, temperate, 

and high latitude systems (Chapin et al. 2002). In this sense, nutrient availability in soil 

governs the pool sizes and the rate of fluxes within the carbon cycle in each respective 

ecosystem around the globe (Shaver et al. 1992). To best understand the resulting carbon 

pools, one must understand the complex controls governing the amount of nutrients 

available in soil and what factors could accelerate this process.  

Indeed, nutrient availability is largely governed by the soil texture, amount of 

organic matter, soil temperature and moisture, and the consequential rate of microbial 

decomposition within the soil (Schimel et al. 1996). The interaction of these components 

has been made more complex by recent climate warming, likely as a consequence of 

anthropogenic activities. Enhanced warming of the air may have indirect effects on soil 
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nutrient availability within low arctic ecosystems and the resulting shifts in arctic carbon 

fluxes could affect the global carbon cycle. 

In natural ecosystems, nutrients are generally made available to plants by the 

microbial community decomposing soil organic matter (SOM): microbes secrete 

enzymes that break down SOM, providing dissolved organic nitrogen to the soil (Schimel 

and Bennet 2004).  Microbes may also release cytoplasmic nutrients as a result of lysis 

and/or stress during the transition from winter to spring (Buckeridge and Grogan 2010), 

when snowmelt water percolates downwards and rapidly alters the soil environment from 

dry and frozen to wet and warm (Schimel et al. 2007). While microbial lysis via 

snowmelt water may provide plants with a one-time pulse of nutrients for the onset of the 

growing season, it is still unclear how much of this pulse of nutrients can be acquired by 

plants at that time of year when the vegetation is acclimatizing to warming soil conditions 

(Larsen et al. 2012). Thus, it is the potential for sustained microbe-facilitated increases in 

nutrient availability throughout the entire growing season, when soil conditions are more 

conducive to plant uptake, that is of particular interest. 

The ability of soil microbes to supply nutrients from SOM, however, is 

conditional upon the soil environment, especially adequate soil temperature and moisture 

for activity, and sufficient organic matter for decomposition. Soil microbes are able to 

break down SOM throughout all seasons including when soils are frozen (Larsen et al. 

2002), as they are able to employ thermal adaptations (Thamdrup and Fleischer 1998). 

Such abilities allow soil microbes to efficiently mineralize N and respire carbon in low 

arctic soils throughout the year, including during the growing season. Because the 

growing season is considered short, many tundra soils are generally cold and wet for the 
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majority of the year, hindering decomposition and allowing organic matter to accumulate 

in the low Arctic (Schimel et al. 1996). In fact, approximately 50% (or 1672 Pg) of the 

estimated global belowground organic carbon pool is contained within the northern 

region (Tarnocai et al. 2009). Yet, the majority of this carbon is constrained in frozen 

soils and thus, is unavailable to active soil microbes for decomposition. Under future 

climate warming conditions, however, this frozen soil carbon may become increasingly 

available.  

In the next one hundred years, the average air temperature of the Arctic is 

expected to increase between 4
o
C to 8

o
C (ACIA 2005), with spring and summer air 

temperatures warming on average by approximately 1.5
o
C to 2

o
C (IPCC 2013). Based on 

these projections, it is possible that low arctic vegetation could sequester greater stores of 

atmospheric carbon with climate warming. If increases in air temperature increase soil 

temperatures during the growing season and decomposition by the microbial community 

is also enhanced, more nutrients could be available to the plant community. This is 

assuming, however, that these increases in soil nutrients can be utilized by the plant 

community and are not dominated by the soil microbial community instead. Indeed, when 

their nutritional requirements have not been fulfilled, soil microbes have demonstrated a 

keen ability for outcompeting plant roots for nutrients, especially for inorganic forms of 

N, ammonium (NH4
+
) and nitrate (NO3

-
), found on the surface of soil particles and in the 

water within soil pores, (Schimel and Bennet 2004). Should the increases in nutrient 

availability, however, exceed the nutritional requirements of the soil microbial 

community, as dictated by the quality of the soil, there is an enhanced likelihood that 

plants could utilize these nutrients.  
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The quality of the soil is determined by its C:N ratio and, as aforementioned,  can 

dictate the nutritional requirements of the soil microbial community. Soil organic matter 

substrates with a high C:N ratio mean that soil microbes cannot acquire sufficient N 

through decomposition to support their nutritional requirements and thus, must 

immobilize forms of N from the soil solution. Conversely, substrates with a low C:N ratio 

mean that soil microbes have excess N which can be released to the soil solution (Hodge 

et al. 2000).  With low temperatures and substantial carbon stores belowground, the low 

Arctic has a high C:N ratio whereby soil microbes are deprived of sufficient nutrients to 

satisfy their biological requirements. The presence of nutrient-limited soil microbes 

suggests that excess nutrients freed via enhanced soil temperatures and corresponding 

microbial decomposition would be directed to the soil microbial community. Given that 

warming would be an ongoing and cumulative process, however, it is possible that soil 

microbial requirements could eventually be met, and subsequent additional nutrients 

could be utilized by the plant community or percolate downwards to be used by the soil 

microbial community at lower soil depths.  

To investigate the ability of arctic soil microbes to become nutrient-saturated , 

investigations have topically added nutrients. Tundra soil microbes have demonstrated a 

rapid accumulation of nutrients in the upper organic soil depth interval following high 

fertilizer additions and retained those nutrients for at least two years after their addition 

(Churchland et al. 2010, Jonasson et al. 1996). The ability of soil microbes to retain 

nutrients accumulated in the past, suggests that subsequent additions of nutrients to these 

microbes, either by topically added synthetic nutrient additions or naturally via continued 

microbial decomposition, may be diverted to the soil solution. Given intense microbial 
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competition for nutrients, microbes at deeper soil intervals may preferentially uptake 

nutrients compared to the plant community to enhance SOM decomposition at those 

depths, as suggested by Mack et al. (2004). Summer warming may then stimulate a chain 

of processes that start at surface soils and gradually move down the Arctic soil profile.  

With climate warming extending the depth of the active layer (Lawrence et al. 

2008), carbon that was previously stored in permafrost, permanently frozen and 

unchanged soil, is newly incorporated in active layer processes. With approximately 50% 

(or 1672 Pg) of the estimated global belowground organic carbon pool contained within 

the northern region with approximately 1466 Pg or 88% of that carbon stored in 

permafrost and deposits (i.e. yedoma and deltaic) (Tarnocai et al. 2009), a substantial 

store of carbon could be susceptible to previously described enhanced microbial 

decomposition should soil warming extend to that depth. While there are discrepancies 

due to methodologies and assumptions between studies that assessed arctic carbon stocks, 

for instance Hugelius et al. (2014) calculated carbon stores in the arctic stores at 

approximately 1307 Pg with an uncertainty range of 1140-1476 Pg with only 822 Pg or 

63% stored in permafrost, it is evident that arctic soil carbon stores are large and should 

these stores become vulnerable to decomposition, the CO2 release to the atmosphere 

could further exacerbate warming throughout this century. This enhanced release of 

carbon, by the proposed mechanism of enhanced microbial decomposition at least, is 

likely to begin in the active layer with the largest effects observed in the deeper soil depth 

intervals where annual deposits of organic matter cannot mask effects to carbon storage. 

In 2004, Mack et al. used nutrient additions over a twenty year period to mimic 

climate warming-induced nutrient increases to the soil solution from enhanced microbial 
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decomposition. The study reported a significant overall net loss of carbon from the 

ecosystem because the organic matter in the underlying mineral soil was significantly 

depleted and could not offset enhanced carbon sequestration by the plant community. As 

described above, it is thought that excess nutrients leached to deeper soils and increased 

microbial decomposition of SOM at these depths. But this study did not assess microbial 

pools to evaluate if microbes are nutrient-limited and thus, would enhance microbial 

decomposition with excess nutrients, within the same soil depth intervals where carbon 

was depleted. Moreover, this study applied high concentrations of nutrients that are likely 

unrepresentative of nutrient increases to the soil solution pool under future climatic 

conditions. The application of high nutrient additions could mean that the magnitude of 

the effect on carbon pools is grossly exaggerated compared to what would occur under 

future climatic conditions.  

Moreover, fertilizers have been shown to elicit detrimental effects on the soil 

microbial community resulting in death of subsets of the community. Should similar 

effects be occurring in these arctic soils, the size of microbial nutrient pools may differ, 

possibly accelerating microbial decomposition in a manner unlikely to come to pass with 

future climatic conditions. Given the results from this study and its implications to the 

global carbon cycle, it is urgent that the principal mechanisms controlling microbial 

decomposition at lower soil depths be properly characterized in light of these concerns 

mentioned above.  

This thesis investigates components of microbial nutrient accumulation within 

low arctic soils under greenhouse warming, chronic low nutrient additions which should 

be more representative of future soil pool increases with warming, as well as chronic high 
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nutrient additions. These experiments were done in a mesic birch hummock ecosystem at 

Daring Lake, NWT, Canada.  It was our aim to evaluate soil microbial nutrient-

limitation, soil carbon depletion and soil microbial community structures within the upper 

organic, lower organic, and upper mineral soil depth layer at this site.  

 

Objectives: 

 Investigate if chronic low nutrient additions, chronic high nutrient additions, or 

warming treatments demonstrate or indicate potential for enhanced microbial 

decomposition of soil organic matter in the lower organic soil depth interval 

and/or upper mineral soil depth interval as indicated by total carbon measures of 

these depths. 

 Investigate if chronic low nutrient additions and warming treatments elicit similar 

effects to microbial nutrients, soil solution nutrients, soil microbial community 

composition, and/or total carbon measures. 

 Investigate if chronic low or high nutrient additions limit soil microbial growth 

(as indicated with MBC) and/or induce shifts in the soil microbial community 

assemblage that may ultimately affect the rate of microbial decomposition. 
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Chapter 2 

Soil carbon storage in the low Arctic: is it really at risk of being 

released to the atmosphere? 

2.1 Introduction 

In the next one hundred years, air temperatures in the low Arctic are predicted to 

increase by 4-8
o
C (ACIA 2005). Such increases will lead to a rise in soil temperature, and 

may then enhance microbial decomposition of soil organic matter and increase nutrient 

mineralization and ultimately soil solution nutrient pools (Schimel and Bennet 2004). 

Given that plant growth in the low Arctic is nutrient-limited, any increases of nutrients to 

the soil solution may be accessible to the plant community, inducing enhanced plant 

productivity and/or a shift in species composition. For instance, increased nutrients may 

ameliorate soil conditions for evergreen growth (e.g. Eriophorum; Zamin 2013) which 

may displace other plant species to render significant changes to the low arctic landscape. 

The potential of associated winter warming effects triggers an urgency to better 

understand the mechanisms supporting soil microbial decomposition and the full breadth 

of this process, including its effect on soil carbon stores, during the summer months. 

Enhanced microbial decomposition due to increases in air temperatures during the 

summer months would likely begin in surface soils. If microbial communities are 

nutrient-limited but satisfy their nutrient requirements through enhanced decomposition,, 

soil solution nutrients may be released to lower soil depths. Since the soil microbial 

community often outcompetes the plant community in nutrient-limited soil environments 

(Schimel and Bennet 2004), soil microbes may accumulate increased soil solution 

nutrients over plant roots in the lower organic soil depth interval to stimulate enhanced 
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microbial decomposition at this depth. Given that low arctic soil microbes can retain 

nutrients at least two years after accumulation (Churchland et al. 2010, Jonasson et al. 

1996), their nutrient requirements may remain fulfilled allowing for the release of excess 

nutrients to the soil solution as an additive effect, whereby the depth of enhanced 

microbial decomposition, as stimulated by increases in soil solution nutrients, would 

extend deeper down the soil profile. Should this occur, this could mean that the 

substantial carbon stores in arctic soils are at risk of being released to the atmosphere.  

Conservative estimates suggest that approximately 1307 Pg (or ≈ 40%) of the 

global belowground carbon pool is contained within the northern region, with 822 Pg (or 

63%) constrained within permafrost and not participating in ecosystem processes 

(Hugelius et al. 2014). Should this mechanism of enhanced microbial decomposition be 

at play in low arctic soils for an extended period of time, it is possible that stores in the 

uppermost portion of the permafrost may be affected rendering a substantial release of 

carbon to atmosphere which could exacerbate climate warming (IPCC 2013).  In this 

study, we will assess the carbon content of soil from the organic and mineral soil 

horizons down to approximately 30 cm below the soil surface, but above the permafrost. 

While the carbon content that could be released from the permafrost layer would be 

alarmingly substantial, given that the organic and mineral soil horizons are closer to the 

surface and thereby are more readily affected by rising air temperatures, it is more likely 

that these soil depth intervals may already be exhibiting depletion in carbon stores.  

To mimic increases to the soil solution pool that are predicted to arise due to 

climate warming and enhanced microbial decomposition, Mack et al. (2004) topically 

added high amounts of nutrients (10 g N m
-2

 yr
-1

 and 5 g P m
-2

 yr
-1

) to arctic soils for 
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twenty years. Despite increases in plant productivity, their study showed a significant 

reduction in overall ecosystem carbon storage as a result of reductions in the thickness 

and carbon concentrations in the lower organic and upper mineral horizons, respectively. 

These results reflect the outcome of enhanced carbon release to the atmosphere assuming 

that the above proposed mechanism is correct. As a consequence of the methodology, 

however, it is possible that this study observed a degree of carbon depletion that is 

unrealistic of future climatic conditions. For instance, these reductions in arctic soil 

carbon storage were obtained within a much shorter time-frame compared to estimates by 

climate warming models. These high nutrient additions may have worked to speed up the 

timeline of nutrient additions to elicit effects to the carbon content if increases to the soil 

solution were sustained for a period longer than the next one hundred years. To obtain 

results that more accurately reflects effects on soil carbon storage within the next century, 

I believe it may be more accurate to apply chronic low level nutrient additions which 

would be more realistic and representative of likely increases to the soil solution pool 

under future climatic conditions. Secondly, regardless of the concentrations applied, it is 

also possible that simulating soil solution pools with fertilizers may yield inadvertent, 

detrimental effects to soil microbial community.  

The mechanism posited above is dependent on the notion that increases in air 

temperatures lead to increased microbial decomposition gradually down the soil profile. 

Synthetic fertilizers, however, have been shown to be detrimental to the soil microbial 

community, reducing the overall abundance, richness and/or nutrient uptake efficiency of 

one or more functional groups (e.g. de Vries and Bardgett 2012). If the microbial 

community in the low Arctic is similarly sensitive to the fertilizers used for climate 
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warming models, this could result in an altered soil microbial community. Such an 

altered soil community would no longer represent the soil microbial community that 

would naturally exist under future warming conditions. This ‘new’ subset of the original 

soil microbial community may have altered decomposition rates (Nohrsted et al. 1989) 

and/or their nutrient requirements may differ dramatically, perhaps because a shift in the 

assemblage (Rinnan et al. 2007; Nemergut et al. 2008; Koyama et al. 2014) was induced, 

or the synthetic fertilizer proved fatal to a large proportion of the community (Griffiths et 

al. 2012). Regardless, changes in biological processes, assemblage and/or abundance, 

could drastically alter how quickly decomposition is stimulated downwards, and thus 

how much carbon is released to the atmosphere.  

Finally, Mack et al. (2004) did not characterize the soil microbial nutrient pools to 

determine if they were nutrient-limited at the organic soil depth interval in the active 

layer, nor if their fulfillment resulted in enhanced nutrient accumulation of the microbes 

in the next soil depth interval down the soil profile. Moreover, assessment of the soil 

solution nutrient pools would allow one to confirm that the nutrient requirements of the 

microbial community were met. Altogether, such analyses would allow us to infer if 

enhanced microbial decomposition is taking place and allow us to more confidentially 

assess the future of soil carbon storage in the low Arctic under future climate conditions.  

Thus, to better mimic the response of the microbial community to increases in air 

temperatures (in terms of both community structure and microbial decomposition) and 

assess the subsequent affect on soil carbon stores, we investigated the responses of low 

arctic mesic birch hummock tundra ecosystem to 10 years of treatments involving low 

and high chronic nutrient additions, as well as greenhouse summer warming. By 
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incorporating greenhouse warming treatments thatmimic future climatic conditions, we 

are able to evaluate if atmospheric warming facilitates enhanced microbial decomposition 

and consequently reduced soil carbon stores, and we are able to compare these results 

directly with chronic low nutrient additions to determine if these low nutrient additions 

(which are supposed to mimic the increases to the soil solution nutrient pool) render 

similar results as the greenhouse warming treatment plots despite using differing 

techniques (i.e. warming vs potentially detrimental fertilizers) to simulate future soil 

conditions. More specifically, we investigated the following questions (Structure 1):  

 

a) Do moderate increases in air temperature (i.e. greenhouse warming) or soil 

solution nutrients (i.e. chronic low nutrient additions) facilitate enhanced 

microbial decomposition, as indicated by increases in microbial nutrients, and are 

such enhancements paired with increases in the soil solution nutrient pool,  in any 

of the soil depth intervals? 

b) Are trends in microbial and soil solution nutrients matched with the depletion of 

the organic matter in that soil depth interval? 

c) Do moderate increases in air temperature or soil solution nutrients induce a 

change to the soil microbial community, either in terms of size and/or abundance 

(as indicated by MBC) or the dominant species present (as indicated by PCR-

DGGEs)? 

To investigate how arctic soil processes may respond with excess nutrients 

available in the soil solution, we also added chronic high nutrient additions in a full 
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factorial structure (i.e. control, N, P, N + P) and aimed to address the following questions 

(Structure 2):  

 

a) Do extreme increases in soil solution nutrients (i.e. chronic high nutrient 

additions) facilitate enhanced microbial decomposition, as indicated by increases 

in microbial nutrients, and is this matched with increases in the soil solution 

nutrient pool, indicating microbial nutrient requirements have been exceeded, in 

any of the soil depth intervals? 

b) Are these trends in microbial and soil solution nutrients matched with the 

depletion of the organic matter in that soil depth interval? 

c) Do extreme increases soil solution nutrients induce a change to the soil microbial 

community, either in terms of size and/or abundance (as indicated by MBC) or the 

dominant species present (as indicated by PCR-DGGEs)? 

For each set of investigations, we characterized the soil solution and microbial nutrient 

pools and the microbial community structure throughout the soil profile (i.e. the upper 

and lower organic soil depth intervals and the underlying uppermost mineral layer). 

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Study site 

This study was conducted in the winter and spring of 2014 in dry heath, mesic 

birch hummock and tall birch ecosystems near the Tundra Ecological Research Station 

(TERS) at Daring Lake, Northwest Territories, Canada (64
o
52’ N, 111

o
33’ W). Daring 
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Lake is located 300 km northeast of Yellowknife in the Coppermine River watershed of 

the Northwest Territories, Canada. 

Climate records from the Daring Lake weather stations (2006 - 2013), 

approximately 500 m from mesic birch study plots, indicate that mean diel minimum air 

temperatures of -40
o
C  in winter and a maximum of 22

o
C in summer with a mean annual 

rainfall of 142 mm (Standard error (ES) ± 14) (1996-2009; Bob Reid, Indian and 

Northern Affairs Canada, unpublished data). Snow is present for ≈ 200 days (mid-

October to late May), with snow depth ≤ 10 cm until November, by which time soil 

temperatures are below freezing (Buckeridge and Grogan 2008). The research area at 

Darling Lake is located in a gently sloping valley bordered by an esker to the north and 

Canadian Shield bedrock outcrops to the south. Among the different ecosystem types 

within this valley, mesic birch can be found dispersed sporadically in relatively small 

patches (about 5 m x 7 m) and is considered one of the principal ecosystem types that 

spans from the Mackenzie Delta to Hudson Bay (Porsild and Cody 1980).  

Mesic birch hummock tundra contains hummocks about 10-30 cm high. The 

ecosystem cover consists of mainly ericaceous shrubs (Andromeda polifolia L., V. vitisi 

idaea, V. uliginosum, L. decumbens), sedges, mosses, lichens and herbs (Rubus 

chamaemorus L.) with the deciduous dwarf shrub (Betula glandulosa) interspersed on the 

top of the hummocks (Chu and Grogan 2010). Beneath the above-ground ecosystem, this 

ecosystem has orthic dystric turbic cryosol soil with an organic horizon about 0.3-2 m 

deep above cryoturbated silt-sand mineral horizons and continuous permafrost.  

More specifically, the soil active layer consists of three horizons: horizon O or the 

organic horizon; horizon A or the uppermost mineral soil horizon; and horizon C or 
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mainly unweathered parent material. The organic horizon consists of litter from plants 

and/or animals and can be subdivided according to the degree of decomposition, with the 

deeper portion containing matter with more noticeably advanced decomposition (Chapin 

et al. 2002). Because of adjacent ecosystem types (e.g. wet sedge) litter was more easily 

obtained at some mesic birch sites than others, explaining the variability in horizon 

depths. Such circumstances made it difficult to extract deeper horizons and thereby, 

constrained the sample size for the mineral soil horizon (see Soil sampling section). The 

mineral horizon is typically represented by a shift in soil texture to predominantly 

sand/clay but can have some organic matter included given its proximity to the organic 

horizon (Chapin et al. 2002).  

2.2.2 Treatments 

In the summer of 2004, the following experimental manipulations were 

established on patches of similar mesic birch hummock tundra within the same 1.6 km 

long valley: (1) nutrient addition plots (5 m x 7 m; n = 5 per treatment) were randomly 

allocated to one of the following treatments: low N (1 g N m
-2

 yr
-1

), high N (10 g N m
-2

 

yr
-1

), low P (0.5 g P m
-2

 yr
-1

; established the summer of 2012), high P (5 g P m
-2

 yr
-1

), 

high N + P (10 g N m
-2

 yr
-1

 and 5 g P m
-2

 yr
-1

); (2) warming treatment plots established 

with A-frame greenhouses (1.8 m x 4.7 m; n = 5) covered with heavy polyethylene film 

(150 micron) that reduced mean daytime photosynthetically active radiation by 32% 

(Farnsworth 2007). High N + P application levels were chosen to match those of acidic 

tussock tundra manipulations near Toolik Lake, Alaska (Chapin et al. 1995) and heath 

manipulations at Abisko, Sweden (Jonasson et al. 1999). Granular, regular agricultural 

grade ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and treble superphosphate (45% P2O5) were applied 
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once annually during the dry period in June-August. For the warming treatment, the film 

was put up in early-mid June and taken down in late August-early September each year 

from 2004 onwards. Small vent holes (approximately 20 cm tall) in the apex of each 

greenhouse prevented extreme temperatures and relative humidity. Control plots (n = 5) 

were located among the treatment plots in the same stretch of valley. Initial ecosystem 

assessments using the point-intercept method indicated that community structure (i.e. 

abundance of each growth form: deciduous shrubs, evergreen shrubs, graminoids, forbs, 

mosses and lichens) and overall vascular plant abundance (i.e. total hits per plot) were 

similar among all plots prior to the start of the experimental manipulations (G.H.R. Henry 

and P. Grogan, unpublished data). 

2.2.3 Soil sampling 

Nutrient and warming treatment plots were sampled between June 9
th

 2014 to 

June 18
th

 2014. Soil samples (10 x 10 cm
2
 x to the mineral horizon) were extracted using 

a chisel and a mallot. Upon extraction, the soil sample was divided into three sections 

according to depth and texture: 0-5 cm was considered the upper organic depth interval; 5 

cm-mineral horizon (characterized by sand-silt texture) was considered the lower soil 

depth interval; and, lastly, the uppermost mineral layer (≈ 2.5 cm) was considered the 

mineral soil depth interval. Each section was placed in a separate plastic bag. The 

temperature of the soil samples were maintained at 4
o
C, first with a cooler and then via a 

refrigerator at field camp, until the soil was processed the next day. As alluded to above, 

due to the variability of the depth of the lower organic horizon among treatment plots, the 

mineral layer was not always obtained. Given the value of these treatment manipulations 

for future work, great care was taken to keep destructive sampling to a minimum, 
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meaning that the width and length of the soil extractions did not exceed 10 cm by 10 cm 

even if the mineral horizon was not reached. Consequently, soil sample replication was as 

follows: upper organic horizon: n = 5; lower organic horizon: n = 5; mineral horizon: n = 

2 or 4 depending upon the treatment.  

2.2.4 Soil solution and microbial nutrients 

Each section (i.e. upper organic soil depth interval, lower organic soil depth 

interval, and the mineral soil depth interval) for each treatment and control plot was 

treated separately. The aboveground ecosystem of soil samples was cut off at the moss 

green-brown layer colour-transition. Each soil sample was crumbled into small pieces 

(maximum diameter about 10 mm) and large roots (i.e. ≥ 2 mm) were removed and 

gently homogenized. Subsamples were immediately extracted for determinants of soil 

solution nutrients, microbial nutrient and for molecular analysis. To ensure proper aseptic 

protocol was followed for molecular analysis, soil samples were broken in half and 

sampling was conducted from the interior using tweezers that were sterilized with 70% 

ethanol and a flame between each sample. Sub-samples for molecular analysis were 

stored in sterilized conical tubes and stored at 4
o
C until analysis at Queen`s University.   

For soil solution nutrient extractions (non-fumigated), 12 g of soil was shaken 

manually in a specimen cup with 60 ml of distilled water for one minute, every 15 

minutes over one hour and then left to settle for 1 hour. Using a 1.2 μm pore-size glass 

fiber filter (Fisher G4), each sample was filtered and the solution now free of soil was 

frozen at -20
o
C until biogeochemical analyses. For microbial nutrients (fumigated), 

chloroform-fumigation direct extraction (CFE) was employed whereby 12 g of soil was 

exposed to chloroform for 24 hours in a darkened vacuum desiccator jar (Brookes et al. 
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1985). Immediately after, fumigated soils were extracted distilled water, filtered and 

stored in the same manner as described above for unfumigated samples.  

Nitrate (NO3
-
 - N), ammonium (NH4

+
 - N) and phosphate (PO4

3-
 - P) 

concentrations in non-fumigated samples were determined colourimetrically using 

automated flow analysis (Bran-Leubbe Autoanalyzer III, Norderstadt, Germany). PO4
3-

 - 

P for fumigated samples was also determined via automated flow analysis. Dissolved 

organic carbon (DTC) and dissolved total nitrogen (DTN) for both fumigated and non-

fumigated extracts were determined via oxidative combustion and infrared (DOC) or 

chemiluminesence (DTN) analysis (TOC-TN autoanalyzer, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). 

Microbial biomass P (MBP) was calculated by fumigated PO4
3-

 - P - non-fumigated PO4
3-

 

- P; microbial biomass N (MBN) was calculated as fumigated DTN – non-fumigated 

DTN; and microbial biomass carbon (MBC) was calculated as fumigated DOC – non-

fumigated DOC. All C, N and P concentrations in fumigated and non-fumigated soil 

extracts were corrected for dilution associated with the moisture content of each soil 

sample. 

 

2.2.5 Total carbon (TC) 

Soil samples were air dried in the field lab and dried completely in early July via a 

fan-utilized drying oven at 60
o
C for three days. Each soil sample was ground (Retsch PM 

200 Planetary Ball Mill, Haan, Germany) to a 0.5 mm particle size and sub-samples 

(minimum 41.0 mg – maximum 109.9 mg) were analyzed for total carbon (TC) and 

nitrogen (TN) via dry combustion on an Elemental Analyzer (Elementar, Hanau, 
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Germany). Soil inorganic carbon is negligible in these arctic soils (Christiansen, 

unpublished data). Carbon and nitrogen pool sizes were calculated by: 

                     ) x Bulk Density (g cm
-3

) x 100 x 100 * Height of Soil 

Horizon (cm) = g C m
-2

 per soil horizon 

The average height of each horizon was as follows: 4.9 (SE ± 0.2) cm for the upper 

organic soil horizon; 5.5 (SE ± 0.5) cm for the lower organic horizon; and 2.0 (SE ± 0.2) 

cm for the mineral organic horizon. 

2.2.6 Molecular analysis 

2.2.6.1 gDNA extraction 

A sub-sample from each soil sample was again sub-sampled (0.25 g - 0.50 g) for 

DNA extraction at Queen`s University. gDNA was extracted from each sample using  a 

soil DNA isolation kit (Nucleospin® Soil DNA Isolation Kit, Macherey-Nagel Inc., 

Bethlehem, PA, USA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Concentrations of gDNA 

for each sample were determined via NanoDrop (NanoDrop-1000; Ver. 3.7.1) and 

examined by electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels to confirm gDNA presence. 

 

2.2.6.2 PCR-DGGE 

Polymerase chain reaction denaturing gel electrophoreses (PCR-DGGE) was 

initiated first by amplifying bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences from the extracted 

gDNA samples using nested primer pairs: (Nest 1) 8f 

(5’AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG) and 1406r (5’ACGGGCGGTGTAC); and (Nest 2) 

338f (5’ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG) with a GC clamp and Primer 2 
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(5’ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG). For Nest 1, PCR reactions (total volume 25 μl) 

prepared with 0.5 μl of dNTPs, 2.5 μl of 10 x PCR buffer to ameliorate conditions for the 

enzyme (i.e. Taq), 2 μl MgCl2, 0.5 μl of each primer and 0.25 μl of Taq polymerase 

(reagents from Fisher). A concentration of 100 ng of gDNA (resulting in varying 

volumes) was added to each to each reaction. Amplifications were started at 105
o
C for 3 

minutes, followed by 15 cycles of 1 min at 95
o
C, 2 min at 52

o
C, 3 min at 72

o
C and a final 

extension of 3 min at 72
o
C. For Nest 2, PCR reactions (a total volume of 50 μl) prepared 

with 1 μl of dNTPs, 5 μl of 10xPCR buffer, 4 μl MgCl2, 1ul of each primer, 0.5 μl of Taq 

polymerase (reagents from Fisher) and 5 μl of PCR product from Nest 1 for each 

reaction. Amplifications were started at 105
o
C for 3 minutes, followed by 20 cycles of 1 

min at 95
o
C, 2 min at 67

o
C, 3 min at 72

o
C and a final extension of 3 min at 72

o
C. 

Fungal 18S rRNA gene sequences were amplified from the extracted gDNA using 

the primer pairs FRI (5’ACGCATTCAATCGG) with a GC clamp and FF390 

(5’CGATAACGAACGAGACCT). Each fungal PCR reaction (total volume 50 μl) was 

prepared with 1 μl of dNTPs, 5 μl of 10xPCR buffer, 4 μl MgCl2, 1 μl of each primer and 

0.5 μl of Taq polymerase (reagents from Fisher). A concentration of 100 ng of gDNA 

(resulting in varying volumes) was added to each to each reaction. Amplifications were 

started at 95
o
C for 3 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of 1 min at 95

o
C, 2 min at 55

o
C, 3 

min at 72
o
C and a final extension of 3 min at 72

o
C. All amplifications were performed 

with a Techne TC-3000 thermocycler (Barloworld Scientific, Burlington, USA).  

The PCR products were examined by gel electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels, and 

if suitable, the amplified DNA was then separated using denaturing gradient gel 

electrophoresis (DGGE). DNA was separated on 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels with a 
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denaturing gradient of 30 to 70% (100% denaturant containing 7 M urea and 40% 

formamide). Equal volumes of amplified DNA (10 μl) were loaded onto DGGE gels with 

10 μl of tracking dye and electrophoresed in 1x TAE buffer at 70 V for 17 hours. Four 

gels were run simultaneously in an 8 L tank.  

2.2.6.3 Microbial diversity analysis 

Each PCR-DGGE was then analyzed using GeneTools (Synoptics Ltd.,Version 

08-3d.3.SynGene, Cambridge, UK). Images were imported into the program and each 

lane was calibrated to the molecular weights and quantities (ng) of the 1 kb ladder 

(GeneRuler
TM

) positioned on either side of the gel. The molecular weights were 

calibrated from the 1 kb ladder lanes positioned on both sides of the gel by setting the 

curve as ‘log piecewise linear fit’ using the ‘interpolate’ setting. Molecular weight values 

were assigned automatically using the program’s drop-down list. This created a standard 

curve which was used to determine the molecular weights of each band within each 

samples. The quantity values were determined by setting the curve as ‘linear through 

origin’ and ‘multiple standard values’ to include both 1 kb ladder lanes. The program was 

set to calibrate all the sample lanes to a single curve and values were assigned manually 

using the values stipulated in the manufacturer’s map. The concentration of 1 kb ladder 

added to the gels for this study and those used for the manufacturer’s map were the same.  

The number of bands in each lane were counted and used to determine richness. 

The densities of each band in each lane were also obtained and used as a proxy for 

abundance. The Shannon-Wiener index (H) and the Evenness index (Evar; Smith and 

Wilson 1996) were then calculated: 
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where S was the total band number in that lane (species richness), Ni was the densities of 

the ith band, and N was the sum of the quantities of all the bands in a lane. 

2.2.7 Statistical analysis 

To assess the effect of greenhouse warming against low nutrient additions and to 

compare the use of high nutrient addition plots, the data were subjected to statistical 

analysis according to these two structures: 

1.  Control vs Greenhouse warming treatment plots vs low N vs low P 

2.  Control vs high N vs high P vs high N+P 

The statistical regimes that are outlined below were thus applied to each structure 

separately. All statistical analyses were performed with R (R Core Team 2012). 

2.2.7.1 Biogeochemical analysis 

Initially, two-way Type III ANOVAs were used to analyze nutrient 

concentrations of fumigated and nonfumigated soil samples. Two-way ANOVAs allowed 

analysis of the main treatment effects (i.e. fertilizer additions and soil depth) and their 

interaction on each element within the soil solution and microbial pool (e.g. MBC, MBN, 

MBP, soil phosphate, soil nitrate, soil ammonium, DOC). The Type III model was used 

to adjust the calculation of SS to account for the unbalanced design (i.e. unequal within-
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subject levels between-subjects or unequal number of replicates for horizons between 

treatments); Type III allowed for the SS to be determined via unweighted marginal 

means, and thereby not influenced by sample size, while still maintaining the interaction 

terms for the main effects (Quinn and Keough 2002, p.241-244). While normality need 

only be ‘broadly’ met for two-way ANOVAs due to its robust nature, given our small 

sample size (n = 2 - 5), violation of homoscedasticity will increase Type I Error rates in 

an unbalanced design (Quinn and Keough 2002, p.193). Consequently, this assumption 

was carefully tested. 

 If the dataset did not satisfy the assumptions for a two-way ANOVA, 

transformations were attempted to achieve normality and homogeneity of variances (i.e. 

log, log10 and square root transformations as recommended for positively skewed data 

by Quinn and Keough 2002). If any of these transformations were successful in satisfying 

assumptions, a two-way Type III ANOVA was applied to the dataset. If one or both of 

the main effects were significant with a non-significant interaction term, pair-wise 

comparisons were conducted via Tukey HSD test.  

Alternatively, if assumptions were not met, a Welch one-way ANOVA (a 

derivative of the Kruskal-Wallis test) was applied. The Welch test does not assume 

normality, adjusts the degrees of freedom to protect against Type I Error under variance 

heterogeneity (Quinn and Keough 2002, p.195) and is appropriate for unequal sample 

sizes. Given that the Welch test is a one-way ANOVA, the main treatment effects (i.e. 

fertilizer treatment and soil depth) were tested separately. Upon a significant outcome, 

data were subjected to pair-wise comparisons using Games-Howell tests. Ultimately, all 

response variables were analyzed with a pair of Welch F one-way ANOVAs across all 
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treatments within each horizon separately, with Games-Howell post hoc tests when 

appropriate.  

2.2.7.2 Total N (TN) and Total C analysis (TC) 

TN and TC data were initially analyzed via two-way Type III ANOVAs to 

determine any significant treatment effects (i.e. fertilizer additions and soil depth) and 

their interaction on TN and TC in the soil. Statistical analysis was conducted in the same 

manner as described in the previous section, 2.2.7.1. Biogeochemical analysis. 

Ultimately, all response variables were analyzed with a pair of Welch F one-way 

ANOVAs across all treatments within each horizon separately, with Games-Howell post 

hoc tests when appropriate.  

2.2.7.3 Microbial community 

The microbial community was assessed separately according to functional group. 

Each group was initially analyzed via two-way ANOVAs to determine any significant 

treatment effects (i.e. fertilizer additions and soil depth) and their interaction on soil total 

microbial, bacterial and fungal diversity (i.e. Shannon-Weiner Diversity Index), 

abundance, richness and evenness (Evar). The statistical procedure followed is similar to 

the procedure outlined in section 3.2.7.1. Biogeochemical analysis except that these 

ANOVAs were balanced (n = 3 for each group) and thus, coding for a Type III ANOVA 

was unnecessary. Ultimately, all response variables were analyzed with a pair of Welch F 

one-way ANOVAs across all treatments within each horizon separately, with Games-

Howell post hoc tests when appropriate.   
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Effects of the low nutrient addition and warming treatment on soil 

biogeochemical and microbial community properties 

Soil bacterial diversity and richness in the lower organic depth interval were 

significantly affected by the treatments (F 3, 4.1 = 10.6, P < 0.05 and F 3, 4.1 = 10.4, P < 

0.05, respectively), with the greenhouse warming having significantly higher levels than 

in the LN plots (t = 6.4, df = 3.9, P < 0.05 and t = 6.4, df = 4.0, P < 0.05; Figs. 1A and 

1B, respectively). Furthermore, the greenhouses tended to statistically increase bacterial 

abundance in the mineral soil depth interval (F 3, 4.3 = 6.1, P < 0.1), especially compared 

to the LN plots (t = 6.4, df = 4.0, P < 0.05; Fig. 1C). Overall, although we could not test 

for combined impacts across all soil depths, the consistent trends for higher diversity, 

richness and abundance in the greenhouse versus the control plots across all three soil 

depth intervals (Figs. 1A, B, and C) strongly suggest that the structure of the bacterial 

community was significantly altered by the warming treatment. 

By contrast, neither the low nutrient addition nor the greenhouse warming 

treatments had any significant effects on total soil microbial nutrient pools (i.e. C, N or 

P), soil solution nutrient pools (i.e. NH4
+
, NO3

-
, DOC, PO4

3-
), or TC and TN 

concentrations in any of the sampled depths (Supplementary Tables 1,2 and 3). Likewise, 

these treatments had no impact on the diversity, richness, abundance or evenness of the 

soil fungal communities at any depth.  

2.3.2 Effects of the high nutrient addition treatment on soil biogeochemical and 

microbial community properties 

2.3.2.1 Microbial nutrients 
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Microbial biomass C was significantly reduced in the upper organic soil depth 

interval by the additions of P, either alone or in combination with N (F 3, 8.8 = 13.7, P < 

0.01; Fig.2A) but not in lower depths. As expected, N accumulation in the microbial 

biomass was enhanced by N addition in the upper and lower organic depth intervals (F 3, 

8.2 = 8.1, P < 0.01 and F 3, 8.0 = 5.6, P < 0.05, respectively; Fig. 2B), but not in the mineral 

soil. Although the variance heterogeneity between treatments prevented a statistical test 

of the N X P interaction, the data clearly show that the high N addition effect was 

confined to the N addition plots and thus that the presence of high P hindered microbial 

biomass N accumulation. Counterintuitively, microbial P accumulation was not enhanced 

by P addition, but instead was enhanced by N addition (F 3, 7.9 = 1.1, P < 0.1; Fig. 2C), 

but again, this effect was confined to the high N only addition plots, and to the upper 

organic soil depth interval. 

2.3.2.2 Soil solution nutrients 

  As expected, soil solution NH4
+
-N and NO3

-
-N concentrations were greatly 

enhanced in the high N and High N + P in the upper organic depth interval (F 3, 6.9 = 8.5, 

P < 0.05 and F 3, 4.3 = 8.0, P < 0.05, respectively; Figs. 3A and 3B) and in the lower 

organic depth interval for NH4
+
-N (F 3, 6.7 = 16.2, P < 0.01), but not in the mineral soil 

depth interval. Likewise, soil solution PO4
3-

-P concentrations were enhanced in the upper 

organic (F 3, 6.8 = 52.9, P < 0.01) and lower organic (F 3, 6.9 = 6.5, P < 0.05) depth 

intervals, but not in the mineral depth interval (Fig. 3C). Soil solution dissolved organic 

C (DOC) was enhanced in the upper organic (F 3, 8.4 = 6.5, P < 0.05) and lower organic 

soil depth intervals (F 3, 4.5 = 1.8, P < 0.01), but again, not in the mineral soil depth 

interval (Fig. 3D).  
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2.3.2.3 Total soil C (TC) and total soil N (TN) 

Neither TC or TN concentrations, nor their respective pools, were significantly 

affected by the high N and P treatments within any soil depth interval (Supplementary 

Tables 1, 2 and 3).  

2.3.2.4 Microbial community structure 

The high N + P additions reduced evenness within the soil bacterial community (F 

3, 4.1 = 9.6, P < 0.05; Fig.4) in the lower organic depth interval only, but had no impact on 

abundance, richness or diversity (Supplementary Tables 1, 2, and 3). The soil fungal 

community was also only affected by the treatments in the lower organic depth interval. 

Both richness and total abundance were enhanced by the P additions, either alone or in 

combination with nitrogen (F3, 4.2 = 8.1, P < 0.05 and F3, 3.9 = 59.2, P < 0.01; Figs. 5A and 

B, respectively). 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Ecosystem resilience to low nutrient addition and greenhouse warming 

treatments 

The lack of statistically significant effects of the low N, low P and greenhouse 

warming treatments on soil solution nutrients, microbial nutrients or total soil C at any 

depth is a very important result. It suggests that low nutrient additions that are 

representative of likely fertility under future climatic conditions and greenhouse warming 

treatments do not satisfy the nutrient requirements of the microbial community to 

stimulate enhanced nutrient accumulation and in turn, enhanced microbial decomposition 

down the soil profile.  
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It is important to mention that special care was taken to choose nutrient additions 

and a warming technique that mimic the likely effects of future climate change in the low 

Arctic over a ten year period (except for the LP which was only applied for two years); 

2°C and 1 g N m
-2 

year
-1

 and 0.5 1 g P m
-2 

year
-1

, respectively. Since much previous 

research has focused on tundra ecosystem responses to high level fertilization 

experiments (10 g N m
-2 

year
-1

 and 5 P m
-2 

year
-1

, respectively) (Jonasson et al. 1999, 

Mack et al. 2004), our results question the validity of many of the predicted impacts of 

climate change on low arctic ecosystems expected throughout this century. We conclude 

that the absence of any significant effects of our ‘moderate’ treatments associated with 

research objectives 1 (a) and (b)suggests substantial ecosystem resilience to many of the 

changes that can be expected with climate warming.   

2.4.2 Greenhouse warming impacts on bacterial community structure 

The greenhouse warming treatment resulted in some interesting changes in the 

structure of the soil bacterial community, especially when compared to the low N 

addition plots. Increased bacterial diversity and richness in the lower soil organic depth 

interval suggests that the summer warming treatments enabled new bacterial species to 

occupy that depth, ultimately increasing its overall bacterial diversity. Given that there 

were no significant increases in microbial or soil solution nutrients pools, increases in 

bacterial diversity suggest that warmer soil conditions have ameliorated the soil 

environment for new bacterial species. These results contrast with other arctic studies 

where an increase in fungi was observed for warming periods at least 9 years (Chapin et 

al. 1995). Given that surface soil warming was similar, differences in microbial 

community structure could indicate that response throughout the entire low Arctic may be 
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heterogeneous. Alternatively, given that Chapin et al. (1995) performed analysis at the 

same site after 2 years and 9 years of warming concluding that year 2 was a poor 

predictor of microbial communities at year 9, it is possible that microbial communities 

shift overtime depending on the soil environment and/or microbial-plant linkages. 

However, research conducted at the same site after 18 years of warming concluded that 

fungi remained more successful than bacteria (Deslippe et al. 2012). Altogether, warming 

appears to have a different effect on the soil microbial community across the northern 

landscape suggesting that generalized trends to the arctic soil microbial community and 

interacting processes may be difficult to summarize. However, given the lack of response 

in microbial decomposition and total soil carbon in our study, in a ten year warming 

study (Rinnan et al. 2011), and in a twenty year warming study in Alaska (Sistla et al. 

2013), summer warming effects may not be important in this context.  

Both moderate increases in air temperatures and moderate increases in soil 

solution nutrients (the low N treatment) did render a change in the microbial community 

(addressing Objective 1c). What is perplexing, however, is that there were no 

corresponding similar trends in bacterial community structure in the upper organic soil 

depth interval.  We sampled these plots shortly after spring thaw (~ 12-21 days after 

complete snowmelt) and therefore recent snowmelt water may have forced microbes 

downslope via runoff (Abu-Ashour and Lee 2000) so that any increases in bacterial 

abundance, evenness, richness or, in turn, diversity, were masked in this soil horizon at 

these mid-elevation sites. Thus, corresponding trends in the upper organic soil depth 

interval similar to those that were observed in the lower organic soil may have been 

captured had sampling been conducted before snowmelt. Alternatively, given that the 
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uppermost mineral soil had significantly higher bacterial abundance within the 

greenhouse warming treatment, and since runoff downslope can work simultaneously 

with downward percolation of snowmelt water (likened to downward macropore 

transport seen in an agricultural context) (Unc and Goss 2003; Dibbern et al. 2014), it is 

possible that portions of the bacterial community from the organic horizon were 

transported down in meltwater to the upper mineral soil depth interval. Such potential for 

soil bacterial migration within the soil profile suggests that prior to complete snowmelt, 

the warming treatment plots likely had enhanced bacterial abundance and richness in the 

organic horizon that pooled in the uppermost mineral soil depth interval and/or was lost 

downslope with runoff.  

It is important to note that so far we have assumed that all the microbes detected 

in our PCR-DGGE analysis of community structure were alive. However, DNA from 

dead cells may have been included in the PCR amplification step, meaning that some 

microbes included may not be actively contributing to the microbial community (Nocker 

and Camper 2006) and, given the potential for microbial lysis via the rapid shift in soil 

conditions from frozen and cold to thawed and wet (Buckeridge and Grogan 2010), it is 

possible that some bacterial species that were deposited in the upper mineral soil depth 

interval may not be alive to actively participate in enhanced microbial decomposition, but 

may contribute to the available organic matter at this depth. The live microbes that were 

transported via meltwater, however, may have enhanced nutrient accumulation from the 

previous growing season (i.e. legacy effect – see below) that, over longer study periods, 

may enhance microbial decomposition in this soil depth interval.  
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 As briefly alluded to above, our results reflect the effects of the treatments at the 

onset of the growing season and therefore must be interpreted in that context. Given that 

sampling for this study occurred at the beginning of the growing season, it is possible that 

a more enhanced treatment effect on bacterial community structure would have been 

observed if sampling had occurred later in the growing season, when the seasonal 

warming effect of the greenhouses would have likely been the highest. Indeed, in our 

study, the greenhouse plastic, which is removed each winter, was re-installed on plots the 

day after we had completed sampling, indicating that the treatment effects we observed 

were clearly due to a legacy effect of the previous 10 years of summer warming, rather 

than an immediate direct warming effect. Indeed, such a legacy effect to soil microbial 

processes (e.g. soil respiration and net N mineralization) after successive years of 

warming (i.e. 2 to 9 years) is not uncommon, as outlined in a review conducted by Rastad 

et al (2001). In our study, the prolonged impact of successive years of summer warming 

induced a shift in the bacterial community (i.e. increased the diversity, richness and 

abundance) and these changes persisted through the intervening winter season. 

 Likewise, we can speculate that the greenhouse, and low nutrient additions, could 

have elicited more exaggerated treatment effects possibly rendering microbial nutrients, 

MBC in particular, and soil solution nutrients significantly different, and potentially 

highlighting a trend for carbon loss in the depths of the low arctic soil. However in 

contrast to the effect on bacterial community structure, we can definitively conclude that 

the lack of treatment effects at our time of sampling demonstrates that there were no 

legacy effects of the previous 10 years of these treatments on these soil biogeochemical 

properties.  
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2.4.3 Effects of large nitrogen and phosphorous additions on microbial biomass and 

nutrient accumulation 

Microbial biomass C in the upper organic soil was significantly reduced (by ~50) 

in the N+P and P plots compared to the N addition and control plots (Fig. 2A).   

Interestingly, a previous study in the same plots in early August 2011 also reported a 

significant P effect that reduced MBC by ~25% in the organic soil horizon of the N+P 

and P plots (Zamin 2013, Fig. 5.6, supplementary table D.8).  These results from two 

different years with different times of sampling in the growing season, strongly suggest 

that high P levels are detrimental to the overall microbial community, reducing its total 

abundance/size.   

Microbial biomass N content in both the upper and lower organic soil depth 

intervals was enhanced in the N addition plots, but only in the lower organic soil depth 

interval in the N+P plots (Figs. 2B and C).  The previous study of these plots also 

reported significantly larger microbial N accumulation in response to N addition, but in 

that case the effect occurred in both N and N+P plots (Zamin 2013). Perhaps even more 

surprisingly, however, we found that P accumulation in the microbial biomass of the 

upper organic soil was enhanced in the N addition treatment but not in either of the 

treatments where P was added (Fig. 2C).  

 Together, our results suggest that the strong reduction in total microbial biomass 

caused by P addition constrained the capacities of the remaining microbes in those plots 

to take up either P or N. In other words, soil microbes in the N-only addition plots were 

best able to acquire the extra nutrients made available via fertilization, whereas N (and P) 

acquisition in the N+P and P plots was severely constrained because the microbial 

biomass in those treatments was greatly diminished. While reduction in microbial 
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biomass C may have some effect, we also posit that the upper limit of P uptake has been 

met by these microbes.  

Indeed, the microbial C:N ratio changes from about 18:1 in the control to between 

5 and 7:1 across all other treatments.  Likewise, the microbial C:P ratio changes from 

about 50:1 in the control to between 13 and 10:1.These changes in ratios strongly suggest 

that there is an upper limit on how much N or P can be accumulated by microbes relative 

to their microbial biomass C. Based on the trend of concentrations of both microbial 

biomass N and P (Fig. 2B and C), there is some considerable uptake of both N and P by 

microbes in all treatment plots, including P and N+P, but not in the control plots. These 

results are consistent with the conclusion that these soils are nutrient-limited for both N 

and P and that microbes are readily able to compete for nutrients to meet their nutrient 

requirements.  

Altogether, this then suggests that in the presence of high P, the microbial 

community may be less efficient at accumulating nutrients, not just simply because the 

biomass of soil microbes is lower in P addition plots but also because there are upper 

physiological limits on the potential concentrations of these nutrients in microbial cells 

(Churchland et al. 2010, Michelsen et al. 1999). Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated 

that such biogeochemical P limitations can be enhanced or suppressed by fertilizer 

nutrient additions. For instance, the elevated P accumulation by microbes in the N 

addition plots initially seems counterintuitive, and was not observed in the previous study 

of these plots (Zamin 2013). We suggest that high N uptake (Fig 2B) in the N addition 

plots may have stimulated production of exoenzymes such as phosphatases in those plots, 

resulting in enhanced soil P availability, and subsequent P uptake (Marklein and Houlton 
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2012). Phosphatase is produced by soil microbes and can mineralize organic phosphates 

into inorganic phosphates via dephosphorylation. If such stimulation is occurring, 

comparison of our study with the Zamin (2013) study suggests that this N-stimulation 

effect occurs only early in the growing season.  N-stimulation of enhanced P uptake is 

also matched with enhanced N uptake: both microbial nutrient pools nearly tripled in size 

compared to all other treatments in the upper organic horizon. Enhanced stimulation of 

the microbial community in the presence of high N could mean that microbes are more 

competitive for nutrients and suggests that plants may not glean any additional nutrients 

if present in these concentrations.  

In contrast, when high P additions are added, it is suggested that phosphatase 

activities by the soil microbial community are suppressed, at least in eastern deciduous 

forests with unglaciated soils (Defrost et al. 2012). If similar suppression is occurring in 

low arctic tundra soils under high P nutrient treatments, this could explain the reduction 

in P uptake by the soil microbial community at our sites and may suggest that in the high 

P and NxP plots, more P may be available for use by the plant community. Although, it is 

more likely, given the species composition of the aboveground vegetation, that the ability 

of soil microbes to mineralize P was not suppressed, but rather that symbiotic fungi 

transferred the bulk of their P to their plant counterparts (see section 2.4.4 below). 

Finally, given that these soils were sampled prior to nutrient additions for the 

2014 season, it is clear that microbes retain the nutrients they have accumulated from 

previous nutrient additions.  

2.4.4 Effects of the high nutrient additions on soil microbial nutrient accumulation 

may relate to how the vegetation responded 
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Fortunately, the shoot vegetation in these same high level fertilization plots was 

sampled in late summer 2011, 8 years after the initiation of the treatments (Zamin 2013).  

Total aboveground plant P at that time was significantly enhanced in both P and N+P 

plots by factors of 2.5 and 4, respectively.  By contrast, total aboveground plant N 

accumulation was enhanced by a smaller proportion (x 1.5), and in the N+P plots only 

(Zamin 2013, Fig. 5.5, Table D6).  We suggest that the larger proportional increase in 

plant P accumulation relative to N accumulation in the fertilized plots may have 

contributed to the patterns of microbial biomass C, N and P that we observed.  

 In particular, the species that was most responsive in terms of N and P 

accumulation in the fertilized plots compared to the controls was the graminoid 

Eriophorum vaginatum (Zamin 2013, Fig. 5.5, Table D6).  This species does not form 

mycorrhizal associations (Chapin and Slack1979), and since mycorrhizal hyphae are a 

large part of the total soil microbial biomass in tundra (Wagner 2008), increasing 

dominance by Eriophorum may have contributed to the reduced microbial C in the P (and 

to a lesser extent N) addition plots compared to the controls (Fig 2A).  

2.4.5 High nutrient additions result in a legacy of soil solution nutrient pools at all 

depths 

While high nutrient addition plots have shown evidence of microbial nutrient 

accumulation to satisfy their nutrient requirement, in order for enhanced microbial 

decomposition to stimulate deeper soil microbes, they must release excess nutrients to the 

soil solution pool. Not surprisingly, soil solution nutrients pools are obviously much 

larger in each soil depth interval when either high N or high P or both are added to the 
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treatment plots (Figs. 3A, B and C), providing evidence of downward leaching of 

nutrients. 

While this is true when looking at ammonium (Fig. 3A) and nitrate separately 

(Fig. 3B), when comparing them it appears that ammonium concentrations within each 

soil depth interval of the high N and high N+P plots are comparable, but nitrate 

concentrations are lower in the high N+P compared to the high N treatment plots for the 

depths within the organic horizon. Reductions in nitrate concentrations in the N+P may 

be an indication of enhanced nitrate uptake by the plant community (Zamin 2013). 

Like the warming and low nutrient addition plots, samples were extracted from 

the high nutrient addition plots prior to fertilizer additions for 2014. This means that 

nutrients leached to the lower depth intervals have been retained since the previous 

growing season, indicating a legacy effect and altogether, indicating Hypothesis 2a) is 

now fully supported. 

2.4.6 Effects of the high nutrient additions on DOC in the upper organic soil depth 

interval 

Both high N and N+P experienced enhanced DOC concentrations compared to P 

plots in the upper organic soil depth interval (Fig. 3D). Given that enhancements were 

restricted to the uppermost part of the soil profile where organic matter is deposited, 

excess soil solution nutrient pools likely enhanced plant productivity and its associative 

litter to the surface soils. A previous study in these plots demonstrates that the 

mechanism is mainly evergreen dieback (Zamin 2013). High DOC usually correlates with 

enhanced litter deposits (Hobbie 1992), but since P additions elicited reduced microbial 
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biomass C, some of the resulting DOC from microbial decomposition could have been 

hindered.  

2.4.7 Effects of the high nutrient additions on bacterial and fungal community 

structure 

Although the P additions either alone or in combination with nitrogen 

substantially reduced the total microbial biomass in the upper organic layer, we found  no 

significant differences in the PCR-DGGE based measures of bacterial richness or 

abundance between treatments in any of the soil depth intervals. However, evenness 

within the bacteria community was significantly reduced in the N+P plots (Fig. 4). By 

contrast, fungal community richness was enhanced in all high N+P and high P treatment 

plots (Fig. 5). With the dominating presence of non-mycorrhizal associative graminoid 

Eriophorum vaginatum in these plots, however, it is possible that plants with symbiotic 

fungal counterparts were selected for in order for those plant species to adequately 

compete for nutrients (i.e. reach beyond the roots of Eriophorum vaginatum) (Van der 

Heijden and Bardgett 2008).This could explain the increase in fungal richness we 

observed.  

Counterintuitive to the microbial biomass C results, fungal abundance was 

unaffected by the treatments in the upper organic layer, and in the lower organic soil 

depth interval it was reduced by ~50% in the N-only addition plots and increased by 50% 

in the P-only addition plots. The inconsistency between microbial biomass C and trends 

in the fungal community may largely be a result of the primers selected for this study, 

which may have only highlighted a subset of the fungal community. Thus, when we 

consider the whole soil microbial community, it is likely that these increases are not 
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substantial enough to counter the negative attributes of high P to low arctic soil and 

weakly support Hypothesis 2c).  

2.4.8 Effects of the high nutrient additions on soil carbon  

Chronic high N+P additions over 20 years resulted in a 50% reduction in the 

mean mineral soil C concentration from the base of the organic layer down to the 

permafrost in an Alaskan low arctic tundra site (Mack et al. 2004).  Our early summer 

sampling meant that the mineral layer was still frozen in many places and that we could 

retrieve only a few mineral soil samples (2-4 per treatment), and from only the upper 2.5 

cm of the mineral layer, where, presumably the treatment effect would be noticeable first.  

Yet, we found no evidence of soil carbon depletion in the upper mineral soil depth (or 

any of the soil depth intervals) of any of the treatments compared to control plots 

(Supplementary Table 3) and so Hypothesis 2b was refuted.  In fact, counterintuitively, 

while not significantly different, the warming and low N treatments demonstrated C% 

measures nearly triple that of the mineral soil depth interval of the control plots (i.e. C = 

2.0%, G = 6.5%, and LN = 5.6%). We suggest that this phenomenon is a product of 

cryoturbation in soil profile: due to unclear division in soil horizons, proportions of 

organic soil were included in the upper mineral soil depth interval sample, skewing its 

measurement. Overall, it is clear that our study did not provide evidence of soil carbon 

depletion from warming or nutrient additions after ten years of application in the low 

Arctic tundra. However, persistent shifts in the soil microbial community may yield 

observations of soil carbon depletion in the future. 

We  have demonstrated that  high P additions, alone or with high N additions, can 

substantially reduce  microbial biomass, as well as N and P accumulation in the upper 
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organic soil, suggesting that similar trends may have occurred in the Mack et al. (2004) 

high N + P addition plots. With microbial nutrient requirements met, excess nutrients 

may leach down to deeper soils promoting microbial accumulation in the next soil depth 

interval. Moreover, while not observed in the upper mineral soil depth interval of our 

high N + P treatment plots, possibly because our study period was half that of Mack et al. 

(2004), there is evidence of microbial nutrient accumulation in the lower organic soil 

depth. This corroborates their interpretations and supports the notion that microbial 

stimulation by enhanced nutrient availability in deep arctic soils may explain reductions 

in soil carbon. Overall, our results from the high nutrient addition plots supports 

enhanced microbial decomposition as the mechanism responsible for soil carbon 

depletion in their study.  

2.5 Conclusion 

Overall, the lack of significant impacts of the greenhouse warming or low nutrient 

addition treatments on microbial nutrients, soil solution nutrients or total carbon  at any 

soil depth suggests that after ten years of manipulations, arctic soils are resistant to soil 

carbon depletion by warming or nutrient additions. Nevertheless, soil bacterial 

community diversity, richness, and abundance were clearly altered by the legacy of 

previous summer greenhouse warming. The pattern of these results suggests that: (1) low 

N additions are detrimental to the soil bacterial community; (2) snowmelt water runoff 

and downward percolation may have deposited dead and/or live bacteria downslope or to 

deeper soil intervals; and (3) the overall trend toward increases in the soil bacterial 

community in the greenhouse summer warming treatment plots wassustained over the 

following winter season. 
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Our experiment with high nutrient addition plots indicates that: (1) microbial 

nutrient pools are nutrient-limited and do possess upper physiological limits to how much 

N or P can be accumulated relative to microbial biomass C; (2) enhanced soil solution 

nutrient pools were leached to lower depths; (3) both microbial and soil solution nutrient 

pools indicated a legacy effect that was sustained overwinter from the previous growing 

season; and (4) plant nutrient accumulation may increase the presence of Eriophorum in 

P addition plots to displace other plant species and affect microbial nutrient pools. 

Ultimately, there is evidence to support enhanced microbial nutrient uptake and the 

leaching of excess soil nutrients at lower soil depth intervals when high N was applied 

(e.g. N and N+P), that may stimulate microbial decomposition . Accordingly, my results 

suggest that under a longer manipulation period (i.e. > 10 years), it is likely the depletion 

of soil carbon stores within high N and N+P plots would be observed.  

Given that nutrient concentrations of this magnitude are not likely to occur under 

future climatic conditions throughout this century and since the greenhouse warming and 

low nutrient addition treatments did not yield similar biogeochemical trends as the 

chronic high nutrient plots, our results suggest that it  unlikely that climate warming will 

deplete arctic soil carbon stores via this specific mechanism. 
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2.6 Figures 

 Figure 1: Soil bacterial diversity 

(Shannon-Wiener Diversity 

Index)(A), soil bacterial richness 

(B). and soil bacterial total 

abundance (as determined by 

PCR-DGGE) (C) in greenhouse 

and low nutrient addition mesic 

birch hummock plots at Daring 

Lake, NWT, Canada in mid-

June 2014 (bars = standard error; 

n = 3 for each soil depth 

interval). Columns that do not 

have any subscript letters in 

common signify a statistical 

difference of P < 0.1. Subscript 

letters a-d refer to comparisons 

within the upper organic soil 

depth interval, h-k refer to the 

lower organic soil depth interval 

and w-z refer to the mineral soil 

depth interval. These 

experimental manipulations were 

established 10 years earlier (i.e. 

2004), except for the low P 

nutrient addition (LP) which was 

started 2 years ago (i.e. 2012). 

Legend: C = Control; G = 

warming treatment plots; LN = 

low nitrogen addition plots (1 g 

N m-2 y
-1

); and LP = low 

phosphorous addition (0.5 g P m-

2 y
-1

) plots.  
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Figure 2: Soil microbial 

biomass C (MBC) (A),  

microbial biomass N (MBN) 

(B), and icrobial biomass P 

(MBP) (C) in the high nutrient 

addition mesic birch hummock 

plots at Daring Lake, NWT, 

Canada in mid-June 2014 (bars 

= standard error; n = 5 for 

upper organic soil depth 

interval; 5 for lower organic 

soil depth interval; 2-4 for 

mineral soil depth interval). 

Columns that do not have any 

subscript letters in common 

signify a statistical difference 

of P < 0.1. Subscript letters a-d 

refer to comparisons within the 

upper organic soil depth 

interval, h-k refer to the lower 

organic soil depth interval and 

w-z refer to the mineral soil 

depth interval. These 

experimental manipulations 

were established 10 years 

earlier (i.e. 2004). Legend: C = 

Control; N = high nitrogen 

addition plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1

); 

P = high phosphorous addition 

(5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high 

nitrogen and high phosphorous 

addition treatment plots (10 g 

N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 3: Soil solution NH4
+
-N (A) NO3

—
N (B), PO4

3
- P (C), and dissolved organic carbon 

(DOC) (D) in the high nutrient addition mesic birch hummock plots at Daring Lake, NWT, 

Canada in mid-June 2014 (bars = standard error; n = 5 for upper organic soil depth interval; 5 for 

lower organic soil depth interval; 2-4 for mineral soil depth interval). Columns that do not have 

any subscript letters in common signify a statistical difference of P < 0.1. Subscript letters a-d 

refer to comparisons within the upper organic soil depth interval, h-k refer to the lower organic 

soil depth interval and w-z refer to the mineral soil depth interval. These experimental 

manipulations were established 10 years earlier (i.e. 2004). Legend: C = Control; N = high 

nitrogen addition plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1

); P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = 

high nitrogen and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 4: Soil bacterial evenness (Evar) in the high nutrient addition mesic birch hummock plots at 

Daring Lake, NWT, Canada in mid-June 2014 (bars = standard error; n = 5 for upper organic soil 

depth interval; 5 for lower organic soil depth interval; 2-4 for mineral soil depth interval). 

Columns that do not have any subscript letters in common signify a statistical difference of P < 

0.1. Subscript letters a-d refer to comparisons within the upper organic soil depth interval, h-k 

refer to the lower organic soil depth interval and w-z refer to the mineral soil depth interval. 

These experimental manipulations were established 10 years earlier (i.e. 2004). Legend: C = 

Control; N = high nitrogen addition plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1

); P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P 

m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 5: Soil fungal richness 

(A) and abundance (B) in the 

high nutrient addition mesic 

birch hummock plots at Daring 

Lake, NWT, Canada in mid-

June 2014 (bars = standard 

error; n = 5 for upper organic 

soil depth interval; 5 for lower 

organic soil depth interval; 2-4 

for mineral soil depth interval). 

Columns that do not have any 

subscript letters in common 

signify a statistical difference 

of P < 0.1. Subscript letters a-d 

refer to comparisons within the 

upper organic soil depth 

interval, h-k refer to the lower 

organic soil depth interval and 

w-z refer to the mineral soil 

depth interval. These 

experimental manipulations 

were established 10 years 

earlier (i.e. 2004). Legend: C = 

Control; N = high nitrogen 

addition plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1

); 

P = high phosphorous addition 

(5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high 

nitrogen and high phosphorous 

addition treatment plots (10 g 

N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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2.7 Supplementary Figures 

 

 

Figure 1: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from soil samples of the upper organic soil depth interval 

(i.e. 0-5cm depth). Gel was stained with Star. From left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, 

LADDER, C5, C2, C4, G2, G1, G4, LP2, MARKER, LP3, LP5, P1, P5, P2, NP4, NP2, NP3, 

LADDER. Legend: C = Control; G = warming treatment plots; LP = low phosphorous addition 

(0.5 g P m-2 y-1) plots; P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen 

and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 2: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from soil samples of the lower organic soil depth interval 

(i.e. 0-5cm depth). Gel was stained with Star. From left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, 

LADDER, C5, C2, C4, G2, G1, G4, LP2, MARKER, LP3, LP5, P1, P5, P2, NP4, NP2, NP3, 

LADDER. Legend: C = Control; G = warming treatment plots; LP = low phosphorous addition 

(0.5 g P m-2 y-1) plots; P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen 

and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 3: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from soil samples of the upper mineral soil depth interval 

(i.e. 0-5cm depth). Gel was stained with Star. From left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, 

LADDER, C5, C2, C4, G2, G1, G4, LP2, MARKER, LP3, LP5, P1, P5, P2, NP4, NP2, NP3, 

LADDER. Legend: C = Control; G = warming treatment plots; LP = low phosphorous addition 

(0.5 g P m-2 y-1) plots; P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen 

and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 4: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from soil samples of LN treatment plots of the upper 

organic, lower organic and upper mineral soil depth intervals. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, LADDER, LN5, LN1, LN3, LN5, LN1, 

MARKER, LN3, LN5, LN1, LN3, LADDER. Legend: LN = low nitrogen addition plots (1 g N 

m-2 y-1). 
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Figure 5: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from soil samples of N treatment plots of the upper 

organic, lower organic and upper mineral soil depth intervals. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, LADDER, N3, N1, N5, N3, N1, MARKER, N5, 

N3, N1, N5, LADDER. Legend: N = high nitrogen addition plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1

). 
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Figure 6: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from soil samples of the upper organic soil depth interval 

(i.e. 0-5cm depth). Gel was stained with Star. From left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, 

LADDER, C5, C2, C4, G2, G1, G4, LP2, MARKER, LP3, LP5, P1, P5, P2, NP4, NP2, NP3, 

LADDER. Legend: C = Control; G = warming treatment plots; LP = low phosphorous addition 

(0.5 g P m-2 y-1) plots; P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen 

and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 7: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from soil samples of the lower organic soil depth interval 

(i.e. 0-5cm depth). Gel was stained with Star. From left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, 

LADDER, C5, C2, C4, G2, G1, G4, LP2, MARKER, LP3, LP5, P1, P5, P2, NP4, NP2, NP3, 

LADDER. Legend: C = Control; G = warming treatment plots; LP = low phosphorous addition 

(0.5 g P m-2 y-1) plots; P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen 

and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 8: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from soil samples of the upper mineral soil depth interval 

(i.e. 0-5cm depth). Gel was stained with Star. From left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, 

LADDER, C5, C2, C4, G2, G1, G4, LP2, MARKER, LP3, LP5, P1, P5, P2, NP4, NP2, NP3, 

LADDER. Legend: C = Control; G = warming treatment plots; LP = low phosphorous addition 

(0.5 g P m-2 y-1) plots; P = high phosphorous addition (5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

) plots; NP = high nitrogen 

and high phosphorous addition treatment plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1 

and 5 g P m
-2 

y
-1

). 
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Figure 9: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from soil samples of LN treatment plots of the upper 

organic, lower organic and upper mineral soil depth intervals. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, LADDER, LN5, LN1, LN3, LN5, LN1, 

MARKER, LN3, LN5, LN1, LN3, LADDER. Legend: LN = low nitrogen addition plots (1 g N 

m-2 y-1). 
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Figure 10: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from soil samples of N treatment plots of the upper 

organic, lower organic and upper mineral soil depth intervals. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are: LADDER, LADDER, N3, N1, N5, N3, N1, MARKER, N5, 

N3, N1, N5, LADDER. Legend: N = high nitrogen addition plots (10 g N m
-2

 y
-1

). 
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2.8 Tables 

Table 1: Statistical analysis results forcomparisons of the low nutrient and greenhouse treatments, 

and among the high nutrient treatments. Results are based on post-hoc Games-Howell tests when 

the one-way Welch F test within each soil depth interval was significant (P < 0.1). For legend, see 

Fig. 1 and 2.  

Study Structure Response Variable Horizons Treatment t df       P 

 

Low nutrients and 

greenhouse warming 

experiment 

Bacterial Diversity LOW G:LN 6.44 3.9 0.011 

Bacterial Richness LOW G:LN 6.41 4.0 0.01 

Bacterial 

Abundance 

MIN G:LN 4.51 3.9 0.037 

 

High nutrient 

addition experiment 

MBC  UP NP:C 5.68 7.7 0.0024 

MBC  UP NP:N 2.82 7.9 0.0863 

MBC UP P:C 5.68 7.6 0.0025 

MBC UP P:N 2.88 8.0 0.0792 

MBN UP N:C 4.19 5.0 0.031 

MBN UP N:NP 3.09 5.4 0.085 

MBN UP N:P 4.68 4.3 0.027 

MBN UP NP:P 2.93 5.8 0.096 

MBN LOW N:C 3.43 4.7 0.071 

MBN LOW NP:C 3.06 5.2 0.091 

MBP UP N:C 3.072 7.7 0.062 

MBP UP N:P 3.625 5.0 0.053 

MBP UP N:NP 3.726 4.4 0.059 

NH4
+ UP N:C  3.36 4.0 0.090 

NH4
+ UP P:C 3.38 4.5 0.079 

NH4
+ UP P:N 3.29 4.0 0.096 

NH4
+ LOW N:C 7.13 4.0 0.0070 

NH4
+ LOW N:P 6.82 4.3 0.0065 

PO4
3- UP P:C 12.7 4.0 0.0078 

PO4
3- UP P:N 12.3 4.1 0.00077 

PO4
3- UP NP:C 4.8 4.0 0.02897 

PO4
3- UP NP:N 4.7 4.0 0.03161 

PO4
3- LOW NP:C 3.84 4.0 0.060 

PO4
3- LOW NP:N 3.81 4.0 0.062 

DOC UP P:N 3.12 5.4 0.083 

DOC UP P:NP 4.31 7.7 0.012 

DOC LOW C:N 4.72 7.8 0.007 

DOC LOW C:NP 3.11 5.4 0.085 

Bacterial Evenness LOW NP:N 4.91 3.7 0.031 

Bacterial Evenness LOW NP:P 4.6 2.5 0.078 

Fungal Richness LOW C:NP 5.4 2.9 0.039 

Fungal Richness LOW C:P 3.8 3.9 0.065 
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Fungal Abundance LOW P:C 7.9 2.6 0.02019 

Fungal Abundance LOW P:N 14.8 3.9 0.00046 

Fungal Abundance LOW P:NP 7.0 3.0 0.01753 

Fungal Abundance LOW N:C 11.7 2.7 0.00616 
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2.9 Supplementary tables: 

Table 1: Upper organic soil depth interval ± standard error. These experimental manipulations 

were established 10 years earlier (i.e. 2004), except for the low P nutrient additions (LP) which 

was started 2 years ago (i.e. 2012). For legend, see Table 1. 

Response 

Variable 

Unit Rep 

# 

C G LN LP N NP P 

MBC g/g dw 

soil 

5 3668(217) 3235(426) 3979(279) 3661(638) 2841(299) 1711(268) 1668(277) 

MBN g/g dw 

soil 

5 197(34) 178(14) 266(42) 201(41) 616(94) 298(41) 165(20) 

MBP g/g dw 

soil 

5 75(30) 86(37) 74(22) 172(38) 219(36) 81(13) 82(8) 

NH4
+-N g/g dw 

soil 

5 0.5(0.2) 0.4(0.2) 0.7(0.2) 1.2(0.8) 136(40) 147(52) 3.2(0.8) 

NO3
--N g/g dw 

soil 

5 2.8(0.9) 14(6.1) 3.3(1.7) 6.2(1.8) 190(74) 64(21) 2.4(1.0) 

DOC g/g dw 

soil 

5 1064(282) 992(144) 631(130) 820(281) 1812(297) 1519(106) 804(127) 

PO4
3--P g/g dw 

soil 

5 0.6(0.3) 0.2(0.2) 0.6(0.4) 3.4(2.1) 5.3(1.8) 177(37) 201(16) 

Total C % 5 47(0.6) 44(2.5) 46(0.7) 46(1.1) 47(0.9) 47(0.8) 47(0.7) 

Total N % 5 1.5(0.1) 1.5(0.6) 1.5(0.2) 1.2(0.1) 1.7(0.2) 1.5(0.1) 1.4(0.3) 

Bacterial 

Diversity 

N/A 3 1.7(0.4) 2.3(0.1) 2.1(0.08) 2.1(0.2) 2.5(0.04) 2.2(0.2) 1.5(0.8) 

Bacterial 

Evenness 

N/A 3 0.6(0.07) 0.5(0.06) 0.7(0.07) 0.5(0.1) 0.4(0.2) 0.6(0.1) 0.4(0.2) 

Bacterial 

Richness 

Count 3 9.0(2.5) 16(0.3) 12(1.2) 14(1.5) 16(0.9) 13(2.7) 9(4.5) 

Bacterial 

Abundance 

Ng 3 39(18) 91(16) 66(12) 76(4.5) 95(8.5) 126(18) 65(41) 

Fungal 

Diversity 

N/A 3 1.6(0.2) 1.7(0.04) 1.5(0.1) 1.9(0.1) 1.7(0.2) 1.9(0.1) 1.6(0.2) 

Fungal 

Evenness 

N/A 3 0.6(0.1) 0.4(0.04) 0.4(0.04) 0.5(0.04) 0.4(0.04) 0.04(0.08) 0.5(0.08) 

Fungal 

Richness 

Count 3 8.7(2.4) 9.0(0.6) 7.3(0.9) 8.7(2.3) 10.7(1.8) 11.7(0.3) 8.7(1.5) 

Fungal 

Abundance 

ng 3 95(26) 112(30) 93(15) 161(41) 104(14) 93(10) 77(14) 
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Table 2: Lower organic soil depth interval ± standard error. These experimental manipulations 

were established 10 years earlier (i.e. 2004), except for the low P nutrient additions (LP) which 

was started 2 years ago (i.e. 2012). For legend, see Table 1. 

Response 

Variable 

Unit Rep # C G LN LP N NP P 

MBC g/g dw 

soil 

5 1622(226) 2128(386) 2190(432) 2136(118) 1414(202) 1228(259) 1640(225) 

MBN g/g dw 

soil 

5 88(13) 131(33) 154(36) 131(13) 245(44) 193(32) 133(28) 

MBP g/g dw 

soil 

5 28(24) 7.8(4.5) 20(7.5) 32(19) 26(12) 32(14) 12(6.1) 

NH4
+-N g/g dw 

soil 

5 0.8(0.3) 0.2(0.1) 1.1(0.6) 0.7(0.2) 95(13) 108(42) 3.3(2.6) 

NO3
--N g/g dw 

soil 

5 11(10) 4.3(3.4) 2.4(0.7) 5.7(2.5) 145(51) 64(35) 6.5(3.2) 

DOC g/g dw 

soil 

5 604(99) 524(158) 533(55) 800(256) 1215(83) 1399(236) 887(211) 

PO4
3--P g/g dw 

soil 

5 0.5(0.2) 0.2(0.1) 0.3(0.2) 0.6(0.4) 2.1(0.9) 185(48) 202(89) 

Total C % 5 45(1.3) 39(3.2) 45(2.0) 44(2.1) 44(1.8) 43(2.6) 43(1.4) 

Total N % 5 1.8(0.1) 1.5(0.2) 2.0(0.3) 1.6(0.1) 2.0(0.1) 1.7(0.2) 1.9(0.1) 

Bacterial 

Diversity 

N/A 3 2.1(0.2) 2.5(0.1) 1.9(0.08) 1.6(0.8) 2.4(0.05) 2.4(0.2) 1.8(0.3) 

Bacterial 

Evenness 

N/A 3 0.6(0.1) 0.5(0.07) 0.6(0.02) 0.3(0.1) 0.6(0.04) 0.4(0.03) 0.7(0.08) 

Bacterial 

Richness 

Count 3 13(3.0) 18(0.9) 10(0.9) 12(5.8) 16(1.5) 18(3.2) 8.7(3.2) 

Bacterial 

Abundance 

Ng 3 63(13) 91(16) 70(13) 98(50) 106(17) 121(33) 45(32) 

Fungal 

Diversity 

N/A 3 1.6(0.2) 1.7(0.2) 1.7(0.2) 1.9(0.2) 1.6(0.07) 1.8(0.09) 1.8(0.2) 

Fungal 

Evenness 

N/A 3 0.6(0.2) 0.5(0.03) 0.5(0.01) 0.5(0.04) 0.4(0.01) 0.4(0.03) 0.4(0.1) 

Fungal 

Richness 

Count 3 6.7(0.7) 8.0(1.5) 7.7(1.8) 12(1.2) 8.3(0.9) 11(0.3) 10(0.6) 

Fungal 

Abundance 

ng 3 144(2.8) 123(40) 87(13) 111(30) 60(6.6) 96(14) 206(7.4) 
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Table 3: Mineral soil depth interval means ± standard error. These experimental manipulations 

were established 10 years earlier (i.e. 2004), except for the low P nutrient additions (LP) which 

was started 2 years ago (i.e. 2012). The number of replicates for each treatment is noted in 

parentheses immediately after the treatment designation in the header. For legend, see Table 1. 

Response 

Variable 

Unit Rep 

# 

C(3) G(4) LN(4) LP(3) N(4) NP(2) P(3) 

MBC g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 86(38) 286(43) 69(29) 21(11) 57(17) 32(9.7) 72(11) 

MBN g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 4.4(1.1) 16(6.7) 3.8(1.7) 1.7(0.04) 9.4(3) 3.7(1.6) 4.3(1.1) 

MBP g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 0.4(0.3) 0.2(0.08) 0.2(0.2) 0.07(0.1) 0.5(0.09) 0.2(0.2) 0.2(0.2) 

NH4
+-N g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 0.118(0.07) 0(0) 0.09(0.05) 0.105(0.1) 10(4.1) 11(6.7) 0.06(0.06) 

NO3
--N g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 0.6(0.4) 1.8(1.6) 1.2(0.9) 2.2(1.9) 29(11) 28(17) 1.3(1.1) 

DOC g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 4.1(10) 78(17) 71(5.7) 55(23) 94(22) 62(10) 44(7.2) 

PO4
3--P g/g dw 

soil 

2-4 0.024(0.02) 0(0) 0.07(0.07) 0.07(0.07) 0.02(0.1) 20(19) 3.1(3.1) 

Total C % 2-4 2.0(0.6) 6.5(1.7) 5.6(1.9) 2.5(0.3) 2.9(1.0) 1.8(0.3) 2.8(0.6) 

Total N % 2-4 0.1(0.02) 0.2(0.05) 0.2(0.07) 0.1(0.01) 0.2(0.06) 0.09(0.009) 0.1(0.02) 

Bacterial 

Diversity 

N/A 3 1.6(0.5) 2.6(0.1) 1.7(0.4) 2.4(0.3) 2.4(0.04) 2.4(0.02) 2.1(0.5) 

Bacterial 

Evenness 

N/A 3 0.7(0.1) 0.5(0.08) 0.5(0.2) 0.6(0.09) 0.5(0.07) 0.5(0.04) 0.7(0.1) 

Bacterial 

Richness 

Count 3 8.7(3.8) 19(2.6) 9.0(3.1) 16(4.7) 15(0.3) 17(0.6) 13(5.5) 

Bacterial 

Abundance 

Ng 3 50(27) 156(17) 41(19) 92(34) 153(20) 126(18) 91(56) 

Fungal 

Diversity 

N/A 3 1.6(0.2) 1.8(0.09) 1.7(0.09) 1.7(0.3) 1.7(0.3) 1.6(0.2) 1.5(0.2) 

Fungal 

Evenness 

N/A 3 0.4(0.07) 0.6(0.1) 0.5(2.1) 0.4(0.09) 0.4(0.04) 0.4(0.04) 0.4(0.05) 

Fungal 

Richness 

Count 3 7.7(0.9) 9.7(0.7) 8.7(0.9) 8.7(2.3) 11(2.5) 9.3(1.2) 7.3(0.3) 

Fungal 

Abundance 

ng 3 93(22) 98(30) 90(39) 174(79) 103(20) 83(4.0) 86(16) 
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Chapter 3 

General Discussion 

With predicted summer air temperature increases of 1.5 to 2
o
C in the arctic (IPCC 

2013), tundra surface soils are expected to warm. It has been hypothesized that such 

increases in summer temperatures will enhance microbial decomposition and hence soil 

solution nutrient pools. While this could enhance plant uptake during the growing season, 

given that soil microbes often outcompete the plant community for nutrients, it is likely 

that microbes will preferentially uptake these nutrients. Soil microbes act as a powerful 

sink for required nutrients (Churchland et al. 2010) and with sustained increases in air 

temperature throughout this century, this could allow for an additive effect on soil 

microbial nutrient pools rendering them saturated. With nutrient requirements fulfilled, 

excess nutrients derived from these microbes may percolate to microbial communities 

within lower soil depths and/or within the permafrost layer (IPCC 2013). It is this 

mechanism that is thought to explain why chronic high level fertilization significantly 

reduced lower organic and upper mineral soil carbon pools in Alaskan moist tussock 

tundra (Mack et al. 2004). But with 485 Pg  of carbon stored in the soil active layer of 

northern regions, and with the warming likely to be most immediate and thus largest in 

the  active layer (compared to the permafrost), it is critical that the potential role of the 

soil microbial community in depleting soil carbon stores in the low Arctic be better 

affirmed.  In this study, we investigated the potential controls on low arctic soil carbon 

depletion (i.e. nitrogen and phosphorus availability, temperature, and microbial 

community structure) using greenhouse summer warming treatments, chronic low 
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nutrient additions and chronic high nutrient additions that had been maintained over a ten 

year manipulation period.  

 Perhaps most importantly, our results demonstrate that ten years of summer 

warming and chronic low nutrient additions had no significant effects on the microbial 

nutrient pools, soil solution nutrient pools, or on the soil carbon stored in any of the soil 

depths of interest.  This suggests that previous tundra research using high level 

fertilization experiments at a tundra location  (10 g N m
-2 

year
-1

 and 5 P m
-2 

year
-1

, 

respectively) (Mack et al. 2004) to infer the effect of climate warming on  soil carbon 

stores may be grossly over-estimating the potential for enhanced microbial 

decomposition of soil organic matter in deep soil layers. Since our manipulations should 

better mirror the likely impacts of climate warming than chronic high level nutrient 

additions, I conclude that microbial nutrient pools will likely be stable under future 

warming conditions.  

However, it was clear that the greenhouse warming treatment demonstrated a 

strong legacy effect over the study period as increases in soil bacterial richness, and 

consequently overall soil bacterial diversity, were sustained from at least the previous 

summer through the winter season and into our late spring sampling time  (i.e. prior to the 

onset of greenhouse summer warming in  2014). This suggests that sustained summer 

warming may render long term effects on the soil bacterial community. Similar warming 

studies in the Arctic also demonstrate sustained shifts in the soil microbial community 

under long term warming, but the shifts do not match (e.g. Chapin et al. 1995; Deslippe et 

al. 2012; Rinnan et al. 2013). This suggests that the effect of warming on the microbial 

community may not be consistent across the low Arctic.  
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 In contrast, the high nutrient addition treatments showed support for not only 

enhanced microbial accumulation to meet their nutrient requirements, but also soil 

solution nutrient leaching to deeper soils.  High P additions substantially reduced the 

microbial biomass carbon in the upper organic soil interval. Microbial biomass P pools 

did not differ from control plots, however, their patterns suggest that microbes are able to 

meet their requirements and exude excess nutrients to the soil solution.  Interestingly, 

high N addition enhanced not only the microbial biomass N pools, but it also enhanced 

microbial biomass P pools. These trends suggest that microbial communities have P 

nutrient requirements that far exceed what they would be able to glean from a natural 

environment. In turn, soil solution nutrient pools in these plots were high and were 

retained from the previous growing season demonstrating that soil solution nutrient pools 

are enhanced in the upper organic soil depth interval and in the lower organic depth 

interval of high N plots. While these trends are consistent with the enhanced nutrient 

availability in deeper soils, after ten years of chronic high nutrient additions, soil carbon 

stores throughout the soil profile were not significantly affected.  

 

Future work is needed to clarify the following:  

(1) By studying these same experimental plots in another ten years we can assess if it 

is possible that such trends in soil carbon depletion would be more likened to 

Mack et al. (2004) and by setting up greenhouse warming plots throughout the 

landscape within difference ecosystem types we can assess if such responses are 

isolated to one ecosystem or can it be generalized across the low Arctic.  
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(2) Based on these results, it appears that summer warming has no significant affect 

on microbial decomposition or soil carbon depletion. Given that summer warming 

treatments were tested alone, it is possible that effects may be seen when it is 

coupled with deepened snowpacks, as is predicted under future climatic condition. 

This would also us to more completely understand the effects of summer warming 

in the low arctic.  

 

In conclusion, in this study, we have assessed and affirmed the mechanism that is 

most likely responsible for low arctic soil depletion under high nutrient additions. Given 

that nutrient concentrations of this magnitude are not likely to occur under future climatic 

conditions and since greenhouse warming and low nutrient addition treatment did not 

yield similar trends, our results suggest that it is unlikely that arctic soil carbon stores are 

truly at risk of depletion from climate warming via this mechanism.  
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Appendix A 

Soil biogeochemical pulses of three principal ecosystem types 

during the winter-spring transition periods in the low Arctic 

 

Abstract 

 
Plant growth is primarily nutrient-limited across the low Arctic. Any increases in 

soil solution nutrients, especially if increases occur at the onset of the growing season, 

could mean an increase in nutrient availability for vegetation and yield enhanced plant 

productivity. The magnitude of nutrient increases, the timing and the effect on plant 

productivity, however, may be dependent upon the vegetation-type and its corresponding 

snowpack. 

Recent research in mesic birch hummock vegetation in the low Arctic suggests 

that soil microbes may lose their cytoplasmic nutrients during the winter-spring 

transition. Counterintuitively, there were no corresponding increases in soil solution 

nutrients suggesting that nutrients are either leaving the system or are immediately 

acquired by plants. Interestingly, the simultaneous declines in microbial and soil solution 

nutrients were matched with a sudden increase in volumetric water content (VWC) when 

mean ambient air temperatures rose above 0
o
C and conditions were favourable for 

snowmelt. Is it possible that any increases in soil solution nutrients from the soil 

microbial community are diluted and thereby masked by an influx of snowmelt water to 

the organic layer? 

 We collected soil samples from dry heath, mesic birch hummock and tall birch 

ecosystems to ask the following questions: (1) Are the soil microbial communities in 
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three major low arctic vegetation types sensitive to increases in VWC that correspond 

with a rise in mean ambient air temperature above 0
o
C, a rise in soil temperature and the 

onset of snowmelt during the winter-spring transition? (2) Are declines in microbial 

biomass matched with a simultaneous decrease in soil solution nutrients? (3) What does 

this indicate about nutrient availability for these vegetation types at the beginning of the 

growing season? 

Preliminary interpretations of the data suggest that there is a subtle decline in all 

soil solution and microbial nutrients upon the onset of the snowmelt for all vegetation 

types: the greatest immediate decline corresponds with the shallowest snowpack, 

implying soil saturation. We suggest that the magnitude of nutrient declines is dependent 

upon the onset and duration of snowmelt, and snowpack depth. With landscape 

topography, increases in soil solution nutrients initiated by snowmelt, may flow 

downslope from the source to accumulate at lower elevations for the onset of the growing 

season. This process may in part explain why plant primary production tends to be 

greatest in areas of low elevation across the low arctic tundra landscape where both 

nutrients and water are not limiting at the beginning of the growing season. 
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A.1 Preliminary Introduction 

Given that soil microbes seem to be superior competitors for nutrients in most 

terrestrial ecosystems, how plants succeed in acquiring nutrients to support their growth 

remains a fundamental mystery. This is particularly interesting in the low Arctic, where 

nutrient availability is altogether lower, and both vegetation and soil microbes are vying 

for the same soil nutrient pool. Recent research, however, suggests that there may be a 

point during the winter-spring transition period when the soil microbial community is 

disrupted.  

In 2010, Buckeridge and Grogan assessed the biogeochemical pulses in the mesic 

birch ecosystem and found that microbial biomass C, a proxy for microbial abundance 

and/or size, experienced a significant decline during the winter-spring transition period. 

A decline in microbial biomass C could suggest that the community was adversely 

affected, rendering individuals or the community smaller. As one may expect, microbial 

biomass N and P also declined suggesting a release of cytoplasmic nutrients and a 

consequential increase in the soil solution nutrient pool. Such a response from the 

microbial community could be the result of a rapid shift in environmental soil conditions. 

At the time of this decline in microbial biomass C, mean ambient diel air 

temperatures reached and remained above 0
o
C inducing snowmelt. As snowmelt water 

percolated into the organic soil horizon, moisture content (i.e. volumetric water content 

or VWC) of the soil rapidly increased, providing sufficient heat to melt ice within the soil 

pores and raise the overall soil temperature. In other words, the soil environment 

inhabited by soil microbes changed within a couple days from a dry-frozen to a wet-
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thawed environment once snowmelt began. Assuming this causes microbial disruption 

(Schimel et al. 2007), this could mean that snowmelt allows low arctic vegetation to 

opportunistically take up available nutrients at the beginning of the growing season.  

However, microbial and soil solution nutrient pools show a simultaneous decline 

during the winter-spring transition period (Buckeridge and Grogan 2010). We suggest 

that such declines may also be the result of percolating snowmelt water. With an influx of 

snowmelt water, soil solution nutrient pools could be diluted, masking any increases from 

the microbial community, and could force nutrients downslope via run-off to accumulate 

at lower elevations allowing for enhanced plant productivity at these sites.  

This study aimed to determine if this phenomenon was a regular event within the 

three principal ecosystem types that span the majority of the low arctic landscape (i.e. dry 

heath, mesic birch and tall birch). We investigated: (1) if shifts from dry-frozen to wet-

thawed soil environments were consistent over multiple years in the mesic birch and in 

all three vegetation types for 2014; (2) if a simultaneous decline in soil solution and 

microbial nutrients was present within each ecosystem type; (3) if changes in soil 

environmental conditions were matched with soil solution and microbial declines; and (4) 

if snowmelt induced a change in the microbial community structure (as indicated by 

PCR-DGGEs).  

 

A.2 Methods 

A.2.1 Study site 

This study was conducted in the winter and spring of 2014 in dry heath, mesic 

birch hummock and tall birch ecosystems near the Tundra Ecological Research Station 
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(TERS) at Daring Lake, Northwest Territories, Canada (64
o
52’ N, 111

o
33’ W). Daring 

Lake is located 300 km northeast of Yellowknife in the Coppermine River watershed of 

the Northwest Territories, Canada. The research area at Darling Lake is located in a 

gently sloping valley bordered by an esker to the north and Canadian Shield bedrock 

outcrops to the south and contained the three aforementioned ecosystem types with 

underlain continuous permafrost and a soil active layer ranging from 0.3 to 2 m (Obst 

2008). 

These ecosystem types are very common throughout the low Arctic (Porsild and 

Cody 1980) and study sites at Darling Lake for each ecosystem type were chosen based 

on the presence of known dominant vegetation. The dry heath ecosystem was found on 

the leeward side of an esker, at the highest point of elevation compared to the other 

ecosystem types, and consisted of low growing vegetation including: evergreen shrubs 

(Ledum decumbens (Ait.), Vaccinium vitis-idaea (L.), and Empetrum nigrum (L). 

Loiseleuria procumbens (L.), and Arctostaphylos alpha (L.)), deciduous dwarf shrubs 

(Betula glandulosa (Michx.) and Vaccinium uliginosum (L.)), graminoids (mainly Carex 

spp.), lichens (Cetraria nivalis (L), Briocaulon divergens (Ach.) Cladina mitis (Sandst), 

Cladina rangiferina (L.)) and a moss layer (Chu and Grogan 2010). In contrast, the mesic 

birch ecosystem persisted a distance from the esker as frequent patches in the research 

valley and features hummocks about 10-30 cm high with vegetation cover consisting of 

mainly ericaceous shrubs (Andromeda polifolia L., V. vitisi idaea, V. uliginosum, L. 

decumbens), sedges, mosses, lichens and herbs (Rubus chamaemorus L.) and the 

deciduous dwarf shrub (Betula glandulosa) interspersed on the top of the hummocks 

(Chu and Grogan 2010; Zamin et al. 2014). The tall birch was found closer to the base of 
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the esker compared the mesic birch hummock and is established on known water tracks, 

topographic depressions and near water bodies. Its vegetation cover is primarily tall (50-

150 cm high), dense Betula glandulosa shrubs and the understory composition is very 

similar to that of the mesic birch hummock ecosystem (Chu and Grogan 2010; 

Buckeridge and Grogan 2010). 

 It is important to note the comparative elevation, the proximity of the ecosystem 

study sites to one another and the position of each ecosystem type throughout the 

landscape. The dry heath study site was positioned at the highest elevation on the leeward 

side of the esker, with a mineral-rich crest on the esker - likened to that of a riverbed, 

while the tall birch was at the lowest elevation point located about 100 m from the base 

of the esker in the research valley; water tracks flowed from the dry heath (not the study 

site) to the tall birch connecting the two ecosystems. The tall birch study site was about 

700 m south-east of the dry heath study site. The mesic birch ecosystem plots did not 

have water tracks connecting them to the other ecosystem types and were positioned 

about 400 m from the base of the esker (i.e. 400 m south-east the dry heath site) on a 

plateau of research valley. These plots were positioned about 300 m west of the tall birch 

study site and at a higher elevation. The tall birch study site was found in a topographical 

depression in research valley and its water tracks funneled into an adjacent body of water. 

 Ecosystems also differed in their shape and distribution throughout the 

landscape: a large patch of dry heath was located on the esker approximately 60 m x 60 

m. Similarly, the tall birch was also found in one large patch approximately 40 m x 130 

m. In contrast, the mesic birch ecosystem was found in comparatively small patches (n = 

5; approximately 5 m x 7 m) dispersed throughout a larger area in research valley (i.e. 
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200 m x 300 m area), which were outlined and considered plots for this study (see Soil 

sampling section for more details).  

Climate records from the Daring Lake weather stations (2006 - 2013), 

approximately 500 m from mesic birch study plots, indicate that mean diel minimum air 

temperatures of -40
o
C  in winter and a maximum of 22

o
C in summer; soil (5 cm depth) 

temperature can be a minimum of  -26
o
C in mid-January and a maximum of 12

o
C in late 

July (1996-2009; Bob Reid, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, unpublished data). 

Average snow depth for each ecosystem study site prior to snowmelt for 2014 (measured 

May 6
th

 2014) was approximately 5.3 (SE± 1.6) cm, 23.7 (SE± 2.2) cm and 53.3 (SE± 

4.5) cm for the dry heath, mesic birch and tall birch ecosystem, respectively. The snow 

melt period averaged about 1-2 days for the dry heath and about 9-10 days for the mesic 

birch and the tall birch ecosystem. 

Each of these ecosystems have orthic dystric turbic cryosol soil and consist of an 

organic horizon about 3-20 cm deep above cryoturbated silt-sand mineral horizons as a 

consequence of landscape topography and vegetation cover. The average depth of the 

organic horizon throughout the study period was 3.2 (SE± 0.2) cm, 4.4 (SE± 0.3) cm and 

3.9 (SE± 0.2) cm for the dry heath, mesic birch and tall birch ecosystem, respectively.  

 

A.2.2 Environmental data 

Mean ambient diel air temperature data for 2008 - 2014 were available from the 

Daring Lake weather station, about 1 km from the furthest study plots. Soil temperatures 

(5 cm depth) were recorded every four hours from the mesic birch (2008 - 2014) and tall 

birch (2008 - 2013) ecosystem throughout the study period (n = 2 probes) using 
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thermocouple probes connected to CR10X dataloggers (Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT). 

Volumetric water content (VWC; 5 cm depth) or soil moisture was measured with 30 cm 

long dielectric permittivity probes (n = 2; Water Content Reflector, Campbell Scientific) 

inserted at an angle and connected to the aforementioned dataloggers that recorded soil 

temperature. Soil temperature (5 cm depth) and VWC (5 cm depth) for the dry heath for 

2014 were measured using similar probes. Soil moisture was also measured 

gravimetrically on all soil samples. 

 

A.2.3 Soil sampling 

On each sampling day, a 60 m line transect, starting at the lowest elevation and 

proceeding upslope, was establish within the dry heath and tall birch. Soil was sampled 

every 10 m along these transects starting at the lowest elevation (n = 5 soil samples per 

ecosystem type per sampling day); transects were 5 m a part. The mesic birch hummock 

was present in comparatively smaller patches (about 5 m x 7 m plots; n = 5), that were 

dispersed throughout an overall larger area (i.e. about 200 m x 300 m) in the research 

valley and were at least 10 m apart. One may suggest that a line transect was still 

performed at this ecosystem type but at a larger scale. The plots were ordered from 

lowest to highest elevation and on each sampling day, a soil sample was extracted from 

the north-east end of each plot starting with the plot of the lowest elevation and again, 

proceeding to the highest elevation (n = 5 soil samples per sampling day). Soil samples 

extracted within each plot were 0.5 m apart.  

Soils were sampled at each ecosystem were every three days from May 5
th

 2014 

until thaw (i.e. May 22
nd

 for the dry heath and May 28
th

 for the mesic birch hummock and 
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the tall birch) and then every six days until June 18
th

 2014 (i.e. four times after thaw had 

occurred), resulting in a total of 12 sampling dates for the dry heath and 13 sampling 

dates for the mesic birch hummock and the tall birch ecosystems. Five soil samples were 

taken from each ecosystem on each sampling date. 

Winter sampling required the removal of the snowpack. A ≈ 1 m x 1 m pit was 

dug to expose the aboveground vegetation. Remaining snow was gently brushed away. 

Using a chisel and a mallot a 10 cm  x 10 cm x 5 cm deep soil sample was extracted and 

stored in plastic bag. Soil samples were transported with coolers and freezer packs in the 

field and then stored overnight in a fridge and/or freezer (depending on the soil 

conditions at the time of sampling) when back at camp, until processing the following 

day.  

 

A.2.4 Soil solution and microbial nutrients 

Please see same section in Chapter 2. 

 

A.2.5 Molecular analysis 

Please see same section in Chapter 2. 

 

A.2.6 Ion exchange membranes (IEMs) 

A.2.6.1 IEM Charging 

Ion exchange membrane (IEM) sheets (cation and anion; CR67HMR and 

AR204SZRA, GE Power and Water: Water and Process Technologies, Trevose, PA, 

USA) were cut into 5 cm by 5 cm squares and stored in distilled water at 4
o
C until 

charged. To charge IEMs, cation and anion squares then underwent a series of rinses: 
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cation squares were shaken in 0.5 M HCl for 10 minutes, left to sit for 1 hour and rinsed 

in distilled water. The HCl soak and the rinse with distilled water was repeated twice 

more and then the IEMs were stored at 4
o
C in sealed plastic bags with a few drops of 

distilled water to ensure the membranes did not desiccate. For anions, the process was the 

same but 0.5 M HCl was replaced with 0.5 M NaHCO3. 

 

A.2.6.2 Field insertion and extraction 

An even mixture of cation and anion membranes where distributed throughout the 

study sites of each ecosystem type. In the dry heath and mesic birch (approximately 60 m 

x 60 m patches), IEMs were inserted into the organic soil (5 cm depth) along upslope line 

transects, positioned exactly as described in the Soil sampling section. A total of 5 

transects were established (numbered 1-5), 5 m apart, with a group of IEMs inserted into 

the soil every 10 m (labeled A to E) starting at the lowest elevation and proceeding 

upslope (n = 5 IEM groups per transect x 5 transects = 25 IEM groups per ecosystem 

type). A group of IEMs consisted of two cations and two anions, placed diagonally from 

one another at each corner on a 30 cm x 30 cm grid (Fig. 1; n = 2 cations or 2 anions 5 

IEM groups per transect x 5 transects = 50 cations or anions per ecosystem type). In the 

mesic birch (approximately 5 m x 7 m patches/plots), a transect was placed along the 

north side of each plot (n = 5). Along this transect, a group of IEMs (two cations and two 

anions, placed diagonally from one another at each corner on a 30 cm x 30 cm grid) was 

inserted every 1 m along this transect (labeled A-E; n = 2 cations or 2 anions 5 IEM 

groups per transect x 5 transects (1 at each plot) = 50 cations or anions). 
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IEM strips were inserted into 5 cm deep angled slits in the organic layer of each 

ecosystem type (Figure 2). The soil was packed firmly against the membranes. After the 

incubation period, IEMs were extracted, rinsed with distilled water to remove soil 

and/organic matter, sealed individually in plastic bags and kept frozen at -20oC until 

analysis at Queen’s University.  

IEMs were inserted on May 26
th

 2015 (dry heath) or May 31
st
  2015 (mesic birch 

and tall birch), three days after complete snowmelt,  for a ten day incubation period (i.e. 

Round 1). To ensure that IEMs would not become saturated with target ions, all IEM 

strips were replaced after ten days with fresh strips (i.e. Round 2). After an additional ten 

days, Round 2 of IEMs were extracted (Table 2). 

 

A.2.6.3 IEM elution 

Round 1 of the IEMs were eluted in pairs (e.g. both cations from transect 1, group 

A for each ecosystem type). Since two IEMs were combined to derive one sample, n = 1 

pair of IEMs (or one sample) x 5 transects x 5 rows/letter designations = 25 samples per 

ecosystem type with five samples per row. Each pair was put in a Petri dish with 25 ml of 

the elutent: 0.5 M K2SO4 for the cations and 0.5 M HCl for the anions. Petri dishes were 

shaken consistently for two hours. Once completed, solutions in the Petri dishes were 

filtered using 0.2 μm fiber filter paper (Fisher G4). Round 2 of the IEMs were eluted in 

groups of 10 (e.g. all cations from transect 1 across the five row/letter designations, 

meaning that 10 cation strips were used to derive one sample for each line transect; 

Figure 1) in 80 ml of the same aforementioned elutents. Protocol for shaking and filtering 
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were identical as those carried out for Round 1. All sample solutions were frozen at -20
o
C 

until analysis.  

 

A.2.6.4 Biogeochemical analysis 

NH4
+
 - N and PO4

3-
 - P concentrations were analyzed using automated flow 

analysis (Bran-Leubbe Autoanalyzer III, Norderstadt, Germany). All concentrations were 

corrected for the dilution associated with the total surface area of the membrane (i.e. 50 

cm
2
`two faces of 25cm

2
 each) and the volume of solution used during elution. Note that 

the concentrations derived from the IEMs that were eluted in pairs (i.e. Round 1) were 

grouped according to each line transect after biogeochemical analysis (e.g. the NH4
+
 - N 

from the cation pairs across the row/letter designations within transect 1 were averaged) 

to derive a concentration value for each transect to ensure proper comparison with Round 

2.  

 

A.2.7 Statistical analysis 

A.2.7.1 Biogeochemical analysis 

Firstly, datasets were tested for RM ANOVAs. Given the unbalanced nature of 

the dataset (i.e. unequal between-subjects), the subject (i.e. the last sampling date) with 

the missing observations was deleted and the assumptions were tested (Quinn and 

Keough 2002, p.323). If the assumptions were not met, Type III ANOVAs were 

attempted. Two-way ANOVAs allowed analysis of the main treatment effects (i.e. 

ecosystem type and sampling date) and their interaction on each element within the soil 
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solution and microbial pool (e.g. MBC, MBN, MBP, soil phosphate, soil nitrate, soil 

ammonium, DOC). The Type III model was used to adjust the calculation of SS to 

account for the unbalanced design (i.e. unequal within-subject levels between-subjects or 

unequal number of sampling dates between ecosystem types); Type III allowed for the SS 

to be determined via unweighted marginal means, and thereby not influenced by sample 

size, while still maintaining the interaction terms for the main effects (Quinn and Keough 

2002, p.241-244). While normality need only be ‘broadly’ met for two-way ANOVAs 

due to its robust nature, given our small sample size (n = 5), violation of 

homoscedasticity will increase Type I Error rates in an unbalanced design (Quinn and 

Keough 2002, p.193). Consequently, this assumption was carefully tested. 

 If the dataset did not satisfy the assumptions for a two-way ANOVA, 

transformations were attempted to achieve normality and homogeneity of variances (i.e. 

log, log10 and square root transformations as recommended for positively skewed data 

by Quinn and Keough 2002). If such transformations did not satisfy the assumptions, a 

Welch one-way ANOVA (a derivative of the Kruskal-Wallis test) was applied. The 

Welch test does not assume normality and adjusts the degrees of freedom to protect 

against Type I Error under variance heterogeneity (Quinn and Keough 2002, p.195) and 

is appropriate for unequal sample sizes. Given that the Welch test is a one-way ANOVA, 

the main treatment effects (i.e. fertilizer treatment and soil depth) were tested separately. 

Upon a significant outcome, data underwent pair-wise comparisons via a Games-Howell 

post hoc test. Ultimately, all fumigated and non-fumigated response variables were tested 

via the Welch F one-way ANOVA and the Games-Howell post hoc test when 

appropriate. All statistical analyses were performed with R (R Core Team 2012). 
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A.2.7.2 Microbial community 

Datasets were tested for RM ANOVAs. If the assumptions were not met, Type III 

ANOVAs were attempted. Total microbial, bacterial and fungal diversity (i.e. Shannon-

Weiner Diversity Index), abundance, richness and evenness were analyzed via two-way 

ANOVAs to analyze any significant treatment effects (i.e. ecosystem type and sampling 

date) and their interaction on soil bacterial and fungal diversity. The statistical procedure 

followed was similar to the procedure outlined in section 2.2.7.1. Biogeochemical 

analysis except that this dataset was balanced and thus, coding for a Type III ANOVA 

was unnecessary. Ultimately, all fumigated and non-fumigated response variables were 

tested via the Welch F one-way ANOVA and the Games-Howell post hoc test when 

appropriate. All statistical analyses were performed with R (R Core Team 2012). 

 

A.2.7.3 IEMs 

PO4
3-

 and NH4
+
 from IEMs were analyzed via two-way ANOVAs to determine 

any significant treatment effects (i.e. ecosystem type and round) and their interaction on 

soil bacterial and fungal diversity. The statistical procedure followed was similar to the 

procedure outlined in section 2.2.7.1. Biogeochemical analysis except that this dataset 

was balanced and thus, coding for a Type III ANOVA was unnecessary. Ultimately, both 

IEM derived PO4
3-

 and NH4
+
 concentrations were tested via the Welch F one-way 

ANOVA and the Games-Howell post hoc test when appropriate. All statistical analyses 

were performed with R (R Core Team 2012). 
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A.3 Preliminary Results  

A.3.1 Environmental data 

A.3.1.1 Mesic birch and Tall birch 2008-2013  

           Preliminary assessments suggests that each year during the winter-spring transition 

period, soil within the mesic birch system undergoes a rapid transition period from cold 

and frozen to wet and warm. Graphs for each between 2008 and 2013 showed that a rise 

in air temperature stimulated the influx of snowmelt water increases volumetric water 

content (VWC) in the soil and a corresponding increase in soil temperature (Fig. 2). It 

should be noted that while soil temperatures did increase simultaneously with the pulse in 

VWC, they did not reach and exceed 0
o
C until a large influx of snowmelt water occurred. 

Interestingly, the tall birch showed the same pattern in air temperature, VWC and soil 

temperature, with the increases in soil temperature (Fig. 3). Based on our preliminary 

assessment, it also appears that the day in which the largest influx of snowmelt water 

percolates into the soil, is the same between all vegetation types. 

A.3.1.2 Dry heath and mesic birch 2014 

Unfortunately, environmental data for the tall birch for 2014 were unattainable; 

however, data for both the dry heath and mesic birch were retrieved. Once again, at least 

for the 2014 thaw period, the dry heath also exhibited trends suggesting a rapid shift in 

the soil environment (Fig. 4A). This suggests that a shift in soil environment during the 

winter-spring transition period is not only an annual occurrence, but occurs throughout 

the low arctic landscape. The shift in soil environment was rapid in the dry heath, 
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spanning one single day, suggesting that a large effect may be observed in the microbial 

and soil solution nutrient pools. Interestingly, both the magnitude of the VWC increase 

and the increase in soil temperature were dulled in the mesic birch during 2014 compared 

to previous years (Fig. 4B). It should be noted that in late April (≈Julian Day 120), 

Daring Lake (and thus, our study sites) experienced an uncharacteristic warming event 

that raised  soil temperatures briefly to a peak at 0
o
C. Such an event could have cause a 

stress event on the microbial community and may explain the small increase in soils 

temperatures compared to previous years. 

 

A.3.2 Soil solution and microbial nutrients 

A.3.2.1 Microbial nutrients 

MBC content differed between each ecosystem type (F 2, 116.73 = 10.144, P < 

0.001) with means in the TB > MBH > H (Fig. 5). Across ecosystem types, the strongest 

effect on MBC was observed when sampling date 4 (during winter and partial thaw) was 

compared with sampling dates closer to the spring/growing season (sampling dates 9, 10, 

12 and 13 – for all P < 0.01); MBC concentrations during the winter were larger 

compared to samples extracted closer to the growing season. 

MBN content did differ between ecosystem types (F 2, 117.30 = 23.82, P < 0.001), 

however, differed among sampling times only within the tall birch ecosystem (H:TB, t = 

6.9, df = 99, P < 0.001; and MBH:TB, t = 5.8, df = 90, P < 0.001) with the tall birch 

containing the largest concentration (TB = 424 ± 25.67; MBH = 259 ± 11.75; H = 222 ± 
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14.07 ug/g dw soil). MBN content did not differ overtime (F 12, 67.63 = 1.51, P > 0.100) 

(Fig. 5).  

MBP content differed among ecosystem types (F 2, 123.5 = 6.28, P < 0.01), but 

differed among sampling times only within the tall birch ecosystem (H:TB > t = 2.3, df = 

117, P = 0.06; and MBH:TB > t = 3.6, df = 120, P = 0.002) with the tall birch containing 

the smallest concentration (TB = 95 ± 14.39; MBH = 160 ± 11.07; H = 95 ± 10.96 ug/g 

dw soil) (Fig. 5). 

 

A.3.2.2 Soil solution nutrients 

DOC concentrations differed between ecosystem types (F 2, 104.04 = 9.00, P < 

0.001) with the tall birch having the highest concentration (TB = 1414 ± 98.67; MBH = 

1080 ± 43.93; H = 796 ± 108.63 ug/g dw soil) (H:MBH, = 2.4, df = 78, P < 0.05; H:TB, t 

= 4.2, df = 121, P < 0.001; and MBH:TB, t = 3.1, df = 88, P < 0.01). DOC concentrations 

differed between sampling dates (F 12, 68.73 = 3.11, P = 0.002) with higher DOC 

concentrations in winter than at the beginning of the growing season (Fig. 6). 

DON concentrations differed between ecosystem types (F 2, 102.96 = 17.58, P < 

0.001) with the tall birch ecosystem having the highest concentration (H:TB, t = 6.4, df = 

120, P < 0.001; and MBH:TB (t = 6.3, df = 81, P < 0.001) (TB = 51 ± 3.76; MBH = 26 ± 

1.38; H = 20 ± 3.10 ug/g dw soil) (Fig. 6). While the Welch F test did suggest that DON 

differed between sampling dates (F 12, 68.72 = 1.79, P = 0.06), none of the pair-wise 

comparisons yielded any results.  

DIN concentration differed between ecosystem types (F 2, 120.48 = 8.75, P = 0.003) 

with the tall birch ecosystem having the highest concentration (H:TB, t = 3.9, df = 122, P 
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< 0.001; and MBH:TB, t = 3.7, df = 112, P = 0.001) (TB = 3.9 ± 0.38; MBH = 2.3 ± 0.25; 

H = 2.0 ± 0.33 ug/g dw soil) (Fig. 6). DIN concentrations differed between sampling 

dates (F 12, 68.6 = 3.30, P < 0.001) with higher DIN concentrations in winter than at the 

beginning of the growing season. 

Ammonium (NH4
+
- N) concentrations differed between ecosystem types (F 2, 

116.48 = 17.58, P < 0.001), but only within the tall birch ecosystem (H:TB, t = 5.8, df = 

108, P < 0.001; and MBH:TB, t = 5.3, df = 92, P < 0.001); the tall birch contained the 

largest concentration of ammonium (TB = 1.95 ± 0.19; MBH = 0.77 ± 0.094; H = 0.59 ± 

0.13 ug/g dw soil) (Fig. 6). Similarly to MBC concentrations, NH4+ concentrations did 

differ across sampling dates (F 12, 68.41 = 3.30, P < 0.001); but, again, only between a 

winter sampling date (4) and the last spring sampling date, 13 (4:13, t = 3.9, df = 16, P = 

0.042). NH4+ concentrations were the lowest on the last sampling date (0.36 ± 0.086 

ug/g dw soil). 

Nitrate (NO3
-
- N) concentrations did not differ between ecosystem types (F 2, 121.86 

= 1.87, P > 0.100), but did differ between sampling dates (F 12, 68.27 = 12.48, P < 0.001) 

(Fig. 6). Overall, sampling dates from the winter season significantly differed from the 

sampling dates from the spring season.  

Phosphate (PO4
3-

- P) concentrations did not differ between ecosystem types (F 2, 

118.57 = 2.27, P > 1.00) and while the Welch F test suggested that PO43- concentrations 

differed between sampling dates (F 12, 66.29 = 5.67, P < 0.001), the post-hoc test did not 

reveal any significantly different combinations (Fig. 6).  

 

A.3.3 Molecular analysis 
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A.3.3.1 Bacterial functional group 

Diversity for the bacterial functional group (as calculated by the Shannon-Weiner 

Diversity Index) differed between vegetation types (F 2, 25.75 = 3.58, P < 0.05), when the 

mesic and the tall birch were compared (t = 2.7, df = 23, P < 0.05). Diversity for the 

bacterial community also differed between sampling dates (F 2, 27.19 = 12.21, P < 0.001) 

with the soil bacterial community showing differences between the other time periods (F 

2, 27.19 = 12.21, P < 0.001; before snowmelt = 1.88 ± 0.14; during snowmelt = 1.30 ± 0.22; 

after snowmelt = 0.86 ± 0.14). 

Richness of the bacterial functional group did not differ between ecosystem types 

(F 2, 27.13 = 2.07, P > 0.100) but did differ over time between each snowmelt phase (F 2, 

26.28 = 15.88, P < 0.001; before snowmelt = 11.30 ± 1.15; during snowmelt = 6.90 ± 1.34; 

after snowmelt = 3.50 ± 0.76).  

Abundance of soil bacteria did not differ between vegetation-types (F 2, 27.96 = 

0.006365, P = 0.99) but bacterial abundance did differ between sampling times (F 2, 19.63 

= 22.81, P < 0.001; before snowmelt = 81.40 ± 12.11; during snowmelt = 24.60 ± 6.38; 

after snowmelt = 5.30 ± 1.32).  

Evenness of soil bacteria did not differ between ecosystem-types (F 2, 25.905 = 

0.9517, P = 0.40) but the soil bacteria observed prior to complete snowmelt was less even 

than during or after complete snowmelt (F 2, 27.526 = 7.9947, P = 0.002; before snowmelt 

= 0.33 ± 0.059; during snowmelt = 0.57 ± 0.078; after snowmelt = 0.69 ± 0.075).  

 

A.3.3.2 Fungal functional group 
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Diversity for the soil fungal group did not differ between ecosystem types (F 2, 

23.553 = 0.0001721, P > 0.100) or between sampling dates (F 2, 27.952 = 0.35604, P > 

0.100).  

Richness of the fungal functional group did differ between the mesic and tall 

birch ecosystem types (t = 2.6, df = 25, P < 0.05; H = 9.5 ± 0.67; MBH = 11.7 ± 0.48; TB 

= 12.1 ± 1.15). Fungal richness did not differ throughout the snowmelt process (F 2, 26.76 = 

0.95392, P > 0.100).  

Abundance of the fungal functional group differed between the dry heath and the 

tall birch (t = 2.34, df = 25, P = 0.068; H = 233 ± SE; MBH = 207 ± SE; TB = 151 ± SE). 

Fungal abundance more than doubled from before to during and after complete snowmelt 

(F 2, 24.04 = 18.79, P < 0.001; before snowmelt = 109 ± 11.40; during snowmelt = 248 ± 

24.96; after snowmelt = 234 ± 26.29) and differed only when before snowmelt 

measurements were being compared (before vs after snowmelt, t = 4.8, df = 19, P < 

0.001; and before vs during snowmelt, t = 5.07, df = 20, P < 0.001). 

Evenness of the soil fungal functional group differed between ecosystem types (F 

2, 27.09 = 34.03, P = 0.02935) with the dry heath containing a more even fungal group than 

the other vegetation types (H:MBH, t = 2.74, df = 23, P = 0.030; and H:TB, t = 2.57, df = 

24, P = 0.043; H = 0.46 ± 0.036; MBH = 0.35 ± 0.022; TB = 0.35 ± 0.024). Mesic and 

tall birch did not differ (t = 0.16, df = 28, P = 0.987). Fungal evenness did not differ 

between sampling dates (F 2, 27.83 = 0.86107, P > 0.100). 

 

A.3.3.3 Ion exchange membranes (IEMs) 
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Ammonium derived from IEMs differed between vegetation types (F 2, 16.04 = 

7.2672, P < 0.01) with the tall birch having the highest ammonium concentration (H = 

0.0021 ± 0.000911; MBH = 0.0026 ± 0.000911; TB = 0.0433 ± 0.010488) which differed 

from the other two ecosystem types (TB:H, t = 3.89, df = 9.1, P < 0.01; and TB:MBH, t = 

3.85, df = 9.1, P < 0.01) (Fig. 7A). 

Phosphate derived from IEMs did not differ between vegetation types (F 2, 15.42 = 

2.2014, P > 0.1) (Fig. 7B). The concentration of phosphate decreased from round 1 to 

round 2 (t = 5.3, df = 14, P = 1 x 10
-4

; Round 1 = 0.1192 ± 0.022 and Round 2 = 0.0046 ± 

0.0012).  

 

 

A.4 Preliminary Discussion 

 

First, graphs of environmental data of the mesic birch ecosystem from 2008-2013 

demonstrated that increases in air temperature above 0
o
C correspond with increases in 

soil moisture and soil temperature each year during the winter-spring transition period 

(Figs. 1 and 2). Consequently, it is possible that at least in the mesic birch ecosystem 

type, disruption to the microbial community could be a regular annual event; however, 

trends in 2014 may be affected by the uncharacteristic warming event that occurred in 

late April (Fig. 3A and B). 

To demonstrate that microbes are being disrupted, microbial nutrient pools 

needed to show a significant decline after snowmelt water had flooded the organic soil 

horizon. Interestingly, for the most part, microbial pools of all three ecosystem types 

declined when concentrations from late winter were compared with early spring but the 

magnitude of the decline at snowmelt was not as large as predicted (i.e. lacked 
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significantly lower concentrations immediately after the onset of snowmelt as indicated 

by an increase in moisture content in the soil) (Fig. 4).  Moreover, trends in soil solution 

nutrients pools varied between and within ecosystem types (Fig. 5). The mesic birch 

showed occasional trends with the environmental data (i.e. declines in DOC and DIN) 

and the tall birch lacked any trends corresponding with environmental data. In fact, 

phosphate concentrations in the heath and the tall birch may be more reflective of 

landscape topography, runoff and pooling at lower elevations. These trends in microbial 

and soil solution nutrient content may also just be a reflection of temporal variability, 

whereby the ecosystem type varies slightly between years. 

In another recent low arctic study, microbial and soil solution nutrient pools were 

also assessed between seasons and also over several years (i.e. 2004-2008) (Edwards and 

Jefferies 2013). Overall, their study demonstrated that nutrient concentrations were lower 

in early spring than late winter, but that this trend could vary between years, meaning that 

the trends was reversed (i.e. higher nutrient content in the early spring than in late winter) 

or the magnitude of the differences between late winter and early spring differed year to 

year. While this dataset only sampled soils four times each year (i.e. May, August, 

November, and February), it does support our conclusion that overall microbial and soil 

solution nutrients are lower in late spring compared to late winter, but that there may be 

interannual variability.  

As predicted, the dry heath showed a pulse in soil solution nutrients pools (i.e. 

DOC and DIN) when the ecosystem underwent complete snowmelt suggesting that the 

microbial community did release some cytoplasmic nutrients. After the snowmelt period, 

soil solution nutrient concentrations were much lower than during the dynamic snowmelt 
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period, suggesting that pools were diluted by snowmelt water and forced downslope with 

runoff. But if there are partial trends in the soil solution nutrients of the heath, why do we 

not observe a simultaneous decline in the microbial nutrients? 

Preliminary assessments of the PCR-DGGEs suggest that there were fewer 

bacterial and more fungal species after snowmelt in all three ecosystem types. This means 

that the microbial communities at all three sites changed as a result of snowmelt and is 

consistent with a microbial disruption even if no changes in MBC are evident. It is 

possible that severity of microbial disruption during the winter-spring transition period 

depends largely on the specific conditions of the soil environment at the time of 

snowmelt (i.e. temperature and moisture).   

As previously described, the soil environment in the mesic birch in 2010 shifted 

rapidly from dry-frozen to wet-warm (Figure 4A), likely rendering microbes 

incapacitated given their sensitivity to changes in the snowpack regime and tandem 

changes to the soil environment (Brooks et al. 1998).  While such trends are consistent in 

the heath for 2014, the mesic birch and tall birch do not experience the same severe shift 

in the soil environment (Figure 4B). Instead, soil temperatures hovered over 0
o
C before 

flooding of the soil organic horizon from snowmelt water, illustrating a more progressive 

and less severe shift in soil conditions during this time. It is possible that without a rapid 

shift in both soil temperature and soil moisture, the microbial community structure can 

change from winter to spring assemblages and still retain their cytoplasmic nutrients. 

Meaning both factors (i.e. frozen soil and snowmelt water) must be present to elicit a 

severe microbial disruption response (i.e. declines in MBC and shift in community 

structure).  
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Interestingly, regardless of the effect of winter-spring transition period on the 

microbial community, a dilution in the soil solution nutrient pools from snowmelt should 

still have been observed.  It is possible that longer snowmelt periods, smaller initial 

influxes of snowmelt water, and increased pooling at sites of lower elevation may explain 

why soil solution nutrient pools did not exhibit significant declines after snowmelt at 

these sites during this year (as compared with the previous study year, 2010).  

Regardless of the differences in trends in the declines of microbial and soil 

solution nutrients, it is clear that ecosystems at lower elevations have higher 

concentrations of soil solution nutrients. Moreover, if the microbial community did 

undergo a shift in assemblage, it is possible that new species may not be acclimatized to 

new environmental conditions and lack the capacity to compete with the plant community 

for soil solution nutrients. Given that microbial nutrients do not significantly increase in 

any of the ecosystems after complete snowmelt, it is likely that the microbes are not able 

to absorb nutrients at this time providing plants with an opportunity to take up available 

nutrients and snowmelt water.  

According to nitrogen-labelling studies of the main vegetation groups in the low 

Arctic, evergreens are able to uptake nutrients earliest after winter (i.e. ten days after 

snowmelt) (Larsen et al. 2012) and may be the first group to take advantage of microbial 

inhibition. In fact, DIN shows significant declines after evergreen uptake begins and 

suggests that there may be an opportunity for plant uptake before the microbial 

community is able to preferentially uptake plant available nutrients and water.  

Such an understanding of pooling of both soil solution nutrients and snowmelt 

water at lower elevations, begs the question: which is more limiting to plant growth, 
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water or nutrients? Given that water runoff is necessary for soil solution nutrients to pool 

at lower elevations and allows ions to dissolve within and precipitate so that plant uptake 

is possible, one could suggest that water is the limiting factor to plant growth in the low 

Arctic. Even if nutrients are abundant in the soil, without water, nutrients would not 

dissolve in the water and plants would not be able to take up nutrients. Thus, water could 

be considered a more limiting factor than soil nutrients.  
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A.5 Figures 

 

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the placement of the IEMs within each ecosystem type. 
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Figure 2: Volumetric water content (VWC), soil temperature (
o
C; 5 cm depth) and air 

temperature (
o
C) trends in the mesic birch hummock ecosystem at Daring Lake, NWT, 

Canada during the winter-spring transition period for the following years: A) 2008; B) 

2009; C) 2010; D) 2011; E) 2012; and F) 2013.  
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Figure 3: Volumetric water content (VWC), soil temperature (
o
C; 5 cm depth) and air 

temperature (
o
C) trends in the tall birch ecosystem at Daring Lake, NWT, Canada during 

the winter-spring transition period for the following years: A) 2008; B) 2009; C) 2010; D) 

2011; E) 2012; and F) 2013.  
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Figure 4: Volumetric water content (VWC), soil temperature (
o
C; 5 cm depth) and air 

temperature (
o
C) trends at Daring Lake, NWT, Canada during the winter-spring transition 

period in 2014 at the following ecosystem types: A) dry heath; and B) mesic birch hummock. 

The blue shaded area highlights when the greatest influx of snowmelt water was likely to occur.  
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Figure 5: Microbial biomass C 

(MBC), microbial biomass P 

(MBP) and microbial biomass 

N (MBN) in the dry heath, the 

mesic                                                                        

birch, and the tall birch (n = 5 

per ecosystem per sampling 

date) from May 5
th

 (Day 125) to 

June 18
th

 (Day 169) 2014 at 

Daring Lake, NWT, Canada. 

The blue shaded area indicates 

when snowmelt occurred 

according to our environmental 

data. Graphs show means  

+/- 95% confidence intervals.   
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Figure 6: Soil solution C 

(DOC), soil solution PO4
3-

- P, 

and soil solution inorganic N 

(DIN) in the dry heath, the 

mesic birch, and the tall birch 

(n = 5 per ecosystem per 

sampling date) from May 5
th

 

(Day 125) to June 18
th

 (Day 

169) 2014 at Daring Lake, 

NWT, Canada. The blue 

shaded area indicates when 

snowmelt occurred according 

to our environmental data. 

Graphs show means  +/- 95% 

confidence intervals.   
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Figure 7: Soil solution NH4
+
 - N and soil solution PO4

3-
 - P accumulated by ion exchange 

membranes (IEMs) at Daring Lake, NWT, Canada. IEMs were used to accumulated 

nutrients during two rounds of ten day incubation periods (n = 5) in the dry heath, the 

mesic birch and the tall birch during the spring-thaw transition period of 2014 (Day 146 

to Day 172 depending on when thaw occur in each ecosystem). Please see Table 2 for 

insertion and extraction dates for each round at each ecosystem type.  
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A.6 Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure 1: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from heath soil samples on May 7 (Julian Day 127), 

May 16 (Julian Day 136), and May 22
 
(Julian Day 142) 2014. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are with the date (i.e. Julian Day) of extraction as a superscript: 

LADDER, LADDER, H1
127

, H2
127

, H3
127

, H4
127

, H5
127

, H1
136

, H2
136

, MARKER, H3
136

, H4
136

, 

H5
136

, H1
142

, H2
142

, H3
142

, H4
142

, H5
142

, LADDER. Legend: H = heath ecosystem type. 
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Figure 2: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from mesic birch soil samples on May 7 (Julian Day 

127), May 16 (Julian Day 136), and May 28
 
(Julian Day 148) 2014. Gel was stained with Star. 

From left to right, the lane identities are with the date (i.e. Julian Day) of extraction as a 

superscript: LADDER, LADDER, MBH1
127

, MBH2
127

, MBH3
127

, MBH4
127

, MBH5
127

, MBH1
136

, 

MBH2
136

, MARKER, MBH3
136

, MBH4
136

, MBH5
136

, MBH1
148

, MBH2
148

, MBH3
148

, MBH4
148

, 

MBH5
148

, LADDER. Legend: MBH = mesic birch ecosystem type. 
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Figure 3: DGGE gel of bacteria isolated from tall birch soil samples on May 7 (Julian Day 127), 

May 16 (Julian Day 136), and May 28
 
(Julian Day 148) 2014. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are with the date (i.e. Julian Day) of extraction as a superscript: 

LADDER, LADDER, TB1
127

, TB2
127

, TB3
127

, TB4
127

, TB5
127

, TB1
136

, TB2
136

, MARKER, 

TB3
136

, TB4
136

, TB5
136

, TB1
148

, TB2
148

, TB3
148

, TB4
148

, TB5
148

, LADDER. Legend: TB = tall 

birch ecosystem type. 
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Figure 4: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from heath soil samples on May 7 (Julian Day 127), May 

16 (Julian Day 136), and May 22
 
(Julian Day 142) 2014. Gel was stained with Star. From left to 

right, the lane identities are with the date (i.e. Julian Day) of extraction as a superscript: 

LADDER, LADDER, H1
127

, H2
127

, H3
127

, H4
127

, H5
127

, H1
136

, H2
136

, MARKER, H3
136

, H4
136

, 

H5
136

, H1
142

, H2
142

, H3
142

, H4
142

, H5
142

, LADDER. Legend: H = heath ecosystem type. 
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Figure 5: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from mesic birch soil samples on May 7 (Julian Day 127), 

May 16 (Julian Day 136), and May 28
 
(Julian Day 148) 2014. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are with the date (i.e. Julian Day) of extraction as a superscript: 

LADDER, LADDER, MBH1
127

, MBH2
127

, MBH3
127

, MBH4
127

, MBH5
127

, MBH1
136

, MBH2
136

, 

MARKER, MBH3
136

, MBH4
136

, MBH5
136

, MBH1
148

, MBH2
148

, MBH3
148

, MBH4
148

, MBH5
148

, 

LADDER. Legend: MBH = mesic birch ecosystem type. 
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Figure 6: DGGE gel of fungi isolated from tall birch soil samples on May 7 (Julian Day 127), 

May 16 (Julian Day 136), and May 28
 
(Julian Day 148) 2014. Gel was stained with Star. From 

left to right, the lane identities are with the date (i.e. Julian Day) of extraction as a superscript: 

LADDER, LADDER, TB1
127

, TB2
127

, TB3
127

, TB4
127

, TB5
127

, TB1
136

, TB2
136

, MARKER, 

TB3
136

, TB4
136

, TB5
136

, TB1
148

, TB2
148

, TB3
148

, TB4
148

, TB5
148

, LADDER. Legend: TB = tall 

birch ecosystem type. 
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A.7 Tables 

3.1 Tables 

Table 1: Date and biological period (e.g. before snowmelt) when the dry heath, mesic 

birch and tall birch ecosystems were sampled for DNA analysis.  

Period Dry Heath Mesic Birch Tall Birch 

Before Snowmelt May 7
th

, 2014. (Day 

127) 

May 7
th

, 2014. (Day 

127) 

May 7
th

, 2014. (Day 

127) 

During Snowmelt May 16
th

, 2014. 

(Day 136) 

May 16
th

, 2014. 

(Day 136 

May 16
th

, 2014. 

(Day 136) 

After Snowmelt May 22
nd

, 2014. 

(Day 142) 

May 28
th

, 2014. 

(Day 148) 

May 28
th

, 2014. 

(Day 148) 
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Table 2: Date of IEM insertion and extraction for each ecosystem type and round.  

Period Dry Heath Mesic Birch Tall Birch 

Round 1 May 26
th

 – June 5
th

 

2014. 

(Day 146 – 156) 

May 31
st
 – June 11

th
 

2014. 

(Day 151 – 162) 

May 31
st
 – June 11

th
 

2014. 

(Day 151 – 162) 

Round 2  June 5
th 

– 15
th

 2014. 

(Day 156 – 166) 

June 11
th

 – June 21
st
 

2014. 

(Day 162 – 172) 

June 11
th

 – June 21
st
 

2014. 

(Day 162 – 172) 

 

 


